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Software has become intimately linked with every part of our modern life, from controlling our power grids and water ways, through managing financial transactions and medical records to mediating our personal communications and social life. This increasingly complex web of programs is developed in many different languages, by different actors with varying degrees of quality control and expertise. As a result, bugs proliferate through modern software and cause failures with high human and fiscal costs.

One promising technique proposed to ensure software quality is automated software verification. In this approach, an automated tool tries to prove the software is free from entire classes of bugs. In practice however, these verification tools are not completely ‘automated’ -
they still require a significant amount of manual effort, by a verification experts in the form of explicit annotations, carefully crafted hints or template libraries. This necessary manual labor, compounded by the scarcity of verification experts, limits the scalability of these tools to larger bodies of code.

In this dissertation we argue that we can overcome these scalability limitations, by opening up parts of the software verification process to a wider audience, through the use of Gamification and Crowdsourcing. The core insight here is that many parts of the verification problem can be encoded in games, making them more widely accessible.

We provide an empirical evaluation of this idea in the form of a numerical puzzle game encoding one of the common manual verification tasks - annotating loops with invariants. Our game requires only a high-school level understanding of algebra and a love for numerical puzzles, yet our user studies show that it enables non-experts to outperform state-of-the-art verification tools. We further discuss the design and early evaluation of a second game exposing even more aspects of the verification problem to non-experts.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Software is increasingly intertwined in our daily lives: it manages sensitive information like medical records and banking information; it controls physical devices like cars, planes and power plants; and it is the gateway to the wealth of information on the web. Unfortunately, software can also be unreliable and exploitable, as shown by a number of occurrences in recent history. In 2017 a bug in the Apache Struts framework [79] enabled the Equifax Hack [37], leaking personal information of 145 million people. In 2016 a vulnerability in a ‘smart contract’ on the Ethereum block chain allowed the theft of 55M USD [103]. Barely a year later another contract vulnerability allowed for the theft of a further 32M USD [52]. In the process of fixing that vulnerability, yet another bug led to the accidental destruction of 300M USD worth of Ethereum tokens [44].

Cyber-physical systems have had their own share of woes. In 2003 a bug in a control room alarm system led to a blackout affecting 10 million people. In 2007 an acceleration bug in Toyota’s firmware [63], caused loss of human life. Additionally, researchers have found multiple vulnerabilities in automotive software [64]. Similar security issues have also been discovered in medical devices [75] potentially putting lives at risk. Perhaps the most famous attack in this space is the Stuxnet worm [66] which itself relied on a record 4 zero-day vulnerabilities, to damage industrial infrastructure.

Finally, to this day, bugs such as stack overflows [81] and use-after-free [5] have plagued
everyday software such as web browsers, office suites and even operating system kernels, enabling successful attacks as repeatedly demonstrated at the annual Pwn2Own [113] competition.

As software takes on a more pervasive and critical role in our lives, the human and financial costs of bugs and vulnerabilities are unfortunately only likely to rise.

Both industry and the academic community have put forth a number of mitigations and potential solutions to this problem such as systematic testing [20, 82, 89, 6], dynamic mitigations [86, 101, 100] and software verification [12, 13, 61, 69, 53].

Software verification is a particularly promising approach, as it tries to prove properties about a program once and for all, accounting for any possible execution of the program. Furthermore, when successful, Software Verification can eliminate entire classes of bugs, such as “buffer overflows” or “integer overflows”.

Over the last two decades, software verification has shown tremendous advances, such as techniques for: model checking realistic code [12, 13]; analyzing large code bases to prove properties about them [109, 114]; automating Hoare logic pre- and post-condition reasoning using satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers [25, 10]; fully verifying systems like compilers [69], database management systems [74], microkernels [61], and web browsers [53].

Despite these advances, even state-of-the-art techniques are limited, and there are cases where even ‘fully automated’ verification fails, thereby requiring some form of human intervention for the verification to complete. For example, some verification tools require annotations to help the prover [10, 35]. Others need expert-written libraries of patterns [32]. Some Machine Learning based techniques need human-specified features [41]. In more extreme cases, the verification itself is a very manual process, for example when interactive theorem provers are used [61, 69].

The required manual effort can limit the size of programs that can be verified. For example, Klein et al. [61] managed to prove the full functional correctness of the seL4 kernel with respect to an executable specification. However, this effort required ~20 person years of effort for less than 10K lines of code (LOC). This is approximately 3 orders of magnitude smaller
than the Linux kernel today. In the compiler space LeRoy et al. took 6 person years [57] to build and verify the CompCert C compiler [69] — a foundationally verified C compiler. However, at 100000 LOC CompCert is still at least an order of magnitude smaller than its commercial cousins — LLVM at 4M LOC and GCC at 8M LOC. In terms of supported C/C++ standards, compilation targets and optimization strength [57], CompCert also has a long way to catch up.

Verification tools that do scale to large code bases on the other hand, either do not guarantee the absence of bugs [98], only reason about a limited set of properties [109, 114], or generate false positives which still require manual effort [98, 114]. For example Radar [109] is a static analysis tool that has been successfully run on the whole Linux kernel, but only detects race conditions. Xie and Aiken’s Saturn project [114] provides a generic framework for path and flow-sensitive analyses over large C code bases. The project has been successfully applied to the Linux kernel, however 1) proving new types of properties require expert effort in developing new analyses, and 2) the tool still generates false positives which also require user inspection [17]. The commercial Coverity static analyzer [98] also scales to code bases on the scale of Linux and GCC with little to no manual annotations. However, Coverity does not provide soundness guarantees and also produces 20% false positives [11].

In summary, while state-of-the-art automated verification systems have made great strides in recent years, they are still not quite "automated". For each new artifact to be verified, or new type of property added to the spec, they require a non-trivial amount of human effort. Additionally, this effort usually requires highly-trained verification experts, of which there are few. This need for highly trained manual labor limits the scalability of automated software verification to the billions of lines of code developed and used today.

While there is a lot of work in trying to scale verification by increasing the automation (see Section 5.1 for details), in this dissertation we focus on a different approach — tackling the need for scarce expert effort, by opening the verification problem to a wider audience through the use of **crowdsourcing** and **gamification**.

Crowdsourcing has been successfully used in academia for tasks such as data set build-
ing [97], training set labeling [55, 105] and performing user studies [60]. Crowdsourcing has also been successfully used by businesses such as iStockPhoto [51] and Threadless [16]. Building upon crowdsourcing’s success, Gamification uses design elements from games to make participants experience more engaging [106, 107, 108, 67], and sometimes to make a complex problem more approachable[22, 72, 33]. Perhaps the most successful scientific gamification effort to date is the FoldIt [22] project, that allows non-experts to explore the complex problem of protein folding, and even make scientific discoveries [59] in the process.

1.1 Thesis Statement

In this dissertation, we will argue that Gamification can be effectively applied to the domain of Software Verification. The central insight that inspires our and related works is that the core reasoning needed for many human tasks in Software Verification is a basic understanding of high-school level mathematics, logic and a passion for mathematical puzzles.

1.2 Contributions

We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by providing an empirical evaluation of a game — INVGAME that allows non-experts to perform one of the most common human-centered tasks in automated software verification — synthesizing loop invariants. While prior work has been done to apply Gamification to this domain [72], we add to the literature by evaluating the humans’ performance against state-of-the-art automated loop inference and verification tools and demonstrate that non-experts can outperform the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, we explore a point in the game design space that exposes as much of the underlying mathematical symbols as possible. We further discuss the design and some early evaluation of a second game — FLOWGAME, that opens up the entire verification process to non-experts. In summary this work makes the following contributions:

1. Design and evaluation of a mathematical puzzle game INVGAME aimed at inferring loop
invariants.

2. Empirical evidence suggesting non-experts can outperform state-of-the art tools at the task of loop invariant inference.

3. Design and early experience with a more complex follow-up game FLOWGAME, aimed at exposing more of the verification task to non-experts

1.3 Outline of dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present some necessary background on Software Verification. In Chapter 3 we present the design and gameplay of INVGAME, describe how its results are used to build correct loop invariants, and provide an empirical evaluation against state-of-the-art automated approaches. In Chapter 4 we discuss the design of our second game — FLOWGAME, discuss some early experiments and the challenges this game faces. In Chapter 5 we discuss related work on loop invariant inference and gamification of software verification. We discuss directions for future work in Chapter 6 and finally in Chapter 7 we summarize and conclude the dissertation.

1.4 Acknowledgments

This chapter is in part adapted from material as it appears in Bounov, Dimitar; DeRossi, Anthony; Mennarini, Massimiliano; Griswold, William G.; Lerner, Sorin. “Inferring Loop Invariants through Gamification”, Proceedings of the 2018 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), 2018. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author on this paper.
Chapter 2

Background

As background, we first present some standard material on program verification and loop invariants. Consider the code in Figure 2.1, which is a benchmark taken from a Software Verification Competition [1]. The code uses C syntax, and sums up the first $n$ integers. The code is straightforward in its meaning, except for the `assume` and `assert` statements, which we describe shortly. In the context of the following discussion, we will assume that a tool called a program verifier will try to verify this benchmark.

2.1 Specifications

The first step in program verification is defining what we want to verify about the program. This is achieved through a program specification. There are many mechanisms for stating specifications, and here we use a standard and widely used approach: pre- and post-conditions expressed as assume and assert statements. This approach is taken by the benchmarks in the Software Verification Competition, and also by all preeminent general verification tools.

The `assume` statement at the beginning of the code in Figure 2.1 states that the program verifier can assume that $1 \leq n$ holds at the beginning of `foo`, without proving it. It will be the responsibility of the caller of `foo` to establish that the parameter passed to `foo` satisfies $1 \leq n$.

The `assert` statement at the end of the code states what we want the verifier to prove. In this case, we want the verifier to show that after the loop, the predicate $2 \times \text{sum} = n \times (n+1)$
void foo(int n) {
  int sum, i;
  assume(1 <= n);
  sum = 0;
  i = 1;
  while (i <= n)
    // invariant: a condition that holds here
    // at each iteration
    {
      sum = sum + i;
      i = i + 1;
    }
  assert(2*sum == n*(n+1));
}

Figure 2.1. Code for our running example holds.

Note that after the loop, the sum variable holds the sum of the first n integers. This benchmark is therefore asking the verifier to show Gauss’s theorem about summing sequences of numbers, which states that the sum of the first n integers (n included) is equal to n(n + 1)/2.

2.2 Loop Invariants

Reasoning about loops is one of the hardest parts of program verification. The challenge is that the verifier must reason about an unbounded number of loop iterations in a bounded amount of time.

One prominent technique for verifying loops is to use loop invariants. A loop invariant is a predicate that holds at the beginning of each iteration of a loop. For example, i >= 1 and sum >= 0 are loop invariants of the loop in Figure 2.1. Not all loop invariants are useful for verification, and we’ll soon see that the above two invariants are not useful in our example. However, before we can figure out which loop invariants are useful, we must first understand how to establish that a predicate is a loop invariant.

It is not possible to determine that a predicate is loop invariant by simply testing the program. Tests can tell us that a predicate holds on some runs of the program, but it cannot
tell us that the predicate holds on all runs. To establish that a predicate is a loop invariant, we must establish that the predicate holds at the beginning of each loop iteration, for all runs of the program.

To show that a predicate is a loop invariant, the standard technique involves proving some simpler properties, which together imply that the predicate is loop invariant. For example, in our code, given a predicate $I$, the following two conditions guarantee that $I$ is a loop invariant:

1. **[I-ENTRY]** $\mathcal{I}$ holds on entry to the loop: If the code from our example starts executing with the assumption that $1 \leq n$, then $\mathcal{I}$ will hold at the beginning of the loop. This can be encoded as the verification of the straight-line code shown on row 1 of Figure 2.1.

2. **[I-PRESERVE]** $\mathcal{I}$ is preserved by the loop: If an iteration of the loop starts executing in a state where $\mathcal{I}$ holds, then $\mathcal{I}$ will also hold at the end of the iteration. This can be encoded as the verification of the straight-line code shown on row 2 of Figure 2.1. Note that in this code, the `assume` statement also encodes the fact that, since an iteration of the loop is about to run, we know that the `while` condition in the original code, $i \leq n$, must also hold.

Given a candidate loop invariant, there are known techniques for automatically checking the above two conditions. Since these conditions only require reasoning about straight-line code, they are much easier to establish than properties of programs with loops. Typically, one encodes the straight-line code as some formula that gets sent to a certain kind of theorem prover called an SMT solver [25]. As a result, given a candidate predicate, there are known techniques to automatically determine if the predicate is a loop invariant on all runs of the program.

### 2.3 Verification Invariants

The main reason for having loop invariants is to establish properties that hold after the loop. However, in general a loop invariant is not guaranteed to be useful for this purpose. For
Table 2.1. Straight-line code to verify for each condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I-ENTRY</th>
<th>I-PRESERVE</th>
<th>I-IMPLIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><code>assume(1 &lt;= n);</code></td>
<td><code>assume(\mathcal{I} &amp;&amp; i &lt;= n);</code></td>
<td><code>assume(\mathcal{I} &amp;&amp; i &gt; n);</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>sum = 0;</code></td>
<td><code>sum = sum + i;</code></td>
<td><code>assert(2*sum == n*(n+1));</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>i = 1;</code></td>
<td><code>i = i + 1;</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>assert(\mathcal{I});</code></td>
<td><code>assert(\mathcal{I});</code></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

example, true is a loop invariant for any loop, but it does not help in proving asserts after the loop.

To be useful for verification, the loop invariant must satisfy an additional condition:

3. [I-IMPLIES] \( \mathcal{I} \) implies the post-loop assert: If \( \mathcal{I} \) holds at the end of the last iteration of the loop, then the assert after the loop will hold. This can be encoded as the verification of the straight-line code shown in row 3 of Figure 2.1. Note that in this code, the assume statement encodes the fact that, since we are done running the loop, we know that the while condition in the original code must be false, which gives us \( i > n \).

We call a loop invariant that satisfies the above property a verification invariant. In other words: whereas a loop invariant holds at each iteration of a loop, a verification invariant additionally implies the post-loop assert.

Verification. Say we have found a verification invariant for a given loop. In this case, the post-loop assert immediately follows from I-ENTRY, I-PRESERVE, and I-IMPLIES. Thus, finding a verification invariant is the key to proving post-loop asserts, and as such they are used by many verification tools.

Some tools require the user to explicitly provide the verification invariant. However, this requires a significant amount of effort for the programmer, and typically also requires some kind of expertise in formal verification. As a result, tools and techniques have been developed to automatically infer invariants.
As we will soon explain, automatically coming up with verification invariants is challenging. The tool must not only find a property that holds at each iteration of the loop, but is strong enough to show the post-loop assert.

Note that in our running example, the post-loop assert is not a loop invariant. Some readers might want to try to figure out the invariant by looking at the code before we give the invariant away.

**Verification Invariant for our Example.** The verification invariant for our example is:

\[ 2 \times \text{sum} == i \times (i-1) \land i \leq n+1 \]

The above invariant for our running example was not inferred by any of the five preeminent verification systems we tried. There are four main reasons why this invariant (and invariants in general) are difficult to infer automatically.

First, the expression \(i-1\) does not appear syntactically anywhere in the program (or in any assert or assume). In general, program verifiers must come up with invariants that are often quite removed from the actual statements, expressions, asserts and assumes in the program.

Second, the expression \(2 \times \text{sum} == i \times (i-1)\) is not a common pattern. Some tools use patterns, for example \(A = B \times C\), to guess possible invariants. But the invariant in this case does not fit any of the common patterns encoded in preeminent verification tools. In general, program verifiers must come up with invariants that don’t belong to predefined patterns.

Third, the verifier has to figure out the \(i \leq n+1\) conjunct, which seems orthogonal to the original assert. In this case, the additional conjunct is somewhat straightforward to infer, because it comes from the loop termination condition and the single increment of \(i\) in the loop. However, in general, candidate loop invariants often need to be strengthened with additional conjuncts so that verifiers can establish that they are verification invariants.

Fourth, the space of possible invariants is very large. In this example, if we consider just \(+, \times,\) equality and inequality, there are over \(10^{14}\) possible predicates whose number of symbols is equal to or smaller than the final verification invariant.
Finally, it's worth noting that automatic inference of verification invariants for arbitrary programs and specifications is itself an undecidable problem, as follows from Rice's theorem [85]. Due to the above four considerations, automatic inference of verification invariants even for the more restricted set of programs and specifications that people care about ‘in practice’, this task is still extremely difficult.
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Chapter 3

InvGame

3.1 Overview

In this dissertation, we focus on the particular problem of inferring loop invariants, an essential part of program verification that is hard to fully automate. Loop invariants are properties that hold at each iteration of a loop. They are needed to verify properties of loops, and as such are required in any realistic program verification effort. Despite decades of work, inferring good loop invariants is still a challenging and active area of research, and often times invariants need to be provided manually as annotations.

In this chapter, we will show how to leverage gamification and crowdsourcing to infer correct loop invariants that leading automated tools cannot. Our approach follows the high-level idea explored in prior citizen science projects, including Foldit [22] and, more closely related to our research, VeriGames [28]: turn the program verification task into a puzzle game that players can solve online through gameplay. The game must be designed in such a way that the players can solve the tasks without having domain expertise.

In particular, we have designed a puzzle game called INVGAME. Our game displays rows of numbers, and players must find patterns in these numbers. Without players knowing it, the rows in the game correspond to values of variables at each iteration of a loop in a program. Therefore, unbeknownst to the player, finding patterns in these numbers corresponds to finding candidate loop invariants. As a result, by simply playing the game, players provide us with
candidate loop invariants, without being aware of it, and without program verification expertise. \textsc{InvGame} then checks these candidates with a solver to determine which are indeed loop invariants.

This division of labor between humans and computers is beneficial because invariants are easier to for a tool to check than to generate. We let humans do the creative work of coming up with potential invariants, and we use automated tools to do the tedious work of proving that the invariant really holds.

While there has been prior work on inferring loop invariants through crowdsourcing and gamification [72], our work distinguishes itself in two ways (for more details on prior art see Section 5). First, we have chosen a point in the design space that exposes numbers and math symbols directly to players in a minimalist game, thus leveraging human mathematical intuition. Second, we present a thorough empirical evaluation against state-of-the-art automated tools, and show how our gamification approach can solve problems that automated tools alone cannot.

We envision our gamification approach being used on the problems that automated tools cannot verify. To evaluate our game in this setting, we collected a large set of verification benchmarks from the literature and our own experiments, and ran four state-of-the-art preeminent verification tools on these benchmarks, without giving the tools any human-generated annotations. Of these benchmarks, all but 14 were solved by state-of-the-art tools. The remaining 14 benchmarks, which could not be verified by state-of-the-art tools, are precisely the benchmarks we tried to solve using our gamification approach. In particular, our game, played by Mechanical Turk users, was able to solve 10 of these 14.

\section{Game Design}

We now describe our game, \textsc{InvGame}, by showing how it allows us to verify the running example from Figure 2.1. Figure 3.1 shows a screenshot of \textsc{InvGame} on a level that corresponds to our running example.
Figure 3.1. INVGAME play screen

The area labeled $A$ in the screenshot is a data table. This table shows rows of numbers, with columns labeled at the top. The player does not know this, but this table corresponds to the values of variables from a particular run of our example. In particular, the table displays the values of $i$, $\sum$ and $n$ at the beginning of each loop iteration when the $foo$ function from Figure 2.1 is called with $n = 6$.

The area labeled $B$ in the screenshot is a predicate input box. Players enter boolean predicates in this box, with the goal of finding a predicate that evaluates to true for all rows.

The area labeled $C$, which appears immediately below the input box, is the result column, which displays the result of evaluating the entered predicate on each row. Results in this column are displayed as “true” or “false”, with “true” displayed in green, and “false” displayed in red. For example, in the screenshot of Figure 3.1, the player has entered $i<=n$. On the first six rows, this predicate evaluates to true, whereas it evaluates to false on the last row.

The result column updates automatically as soon as the player stops entering characters in the input box. More precisely, when the player hasn’t entered a character in more than 500ms, the game tries to parse the text in the input box, and if it parses as a boolean expression, it
evaluates the predicate on each row of the table, and displays the results in the result column.

In the screenshot of Figure 3.1, not all rows are green (true). Let’s assume at this point the player enters the predicate $i \leq n+1$ (for example by simply adding “$+1$” at the end of the text box). The result column immediately updates to all green (true). At this point, the player is told that they can press “enter” to submit the predicate. If the player presses “enter” at this point (i.e., when all rows are green), four things happen.

First, the predicate in the text box is added to area (D) on the screen, which contains a list of accepted expressions.

Second, the score in area (E) is updated. Each predicate is worth 1 point multiplied by a set of “power-up” multipliers. Area (F) displays the currently available multipliers. We discuss how the multipliers work in the next section.

Third, the multipliers in area (F) are updated to new power-ups that will be in effect for the next entered predicate.

Fourth (and finally), InvGAME records the entered predicate in a back-end server as a candidate loop invariant. Note that all rows being green does not necessarily mean that the entered predicate is an invariant, let alone a verification invariant. We will discuss later what InvGAME does with these candidates invariants, but at the very least it checks if some subset of the predicates entered by the player is a verification invariant for the level. InvGAME does this by checking, on the fly, conditions I-ENTRY, I-PRESERVE and I-IMPLIES.

If the player finds a verification invariant for the current level, the player has solved the level, and can go to the next level (which is generated from a different loop to verify). Also, if the player has not solved the level after entering a certain number of invariants, the player is advanced to the next level.

Note that InvGAME does not give the player any hint of the post-loop assert, or the code in the loop. As such, players are “blind” to the final goal of the invariant; they are just looking for patterns in what they see. While there are possibilities for adding such information to the game, our current design provides a more adversarial setting for getting results. Even in this more
adversarial setting, we show that players can solve levels that leading automated tools cannot.

### 3.2.1 Scoring

One of the biggest challenges in developing a scoring strategy is that InvGame does not know the final solution for a level. Thus, it is hard to devise a scoring mechanism that directly incentivizes getting closer a solution.

We address this problem by instead incentivizing diversity. We achieve this through “power-ups” that provide bonus points for entering certain kinds of predicates. The bonus points vary over time, and are bigger for symbols that the player has not entered in a while.

In particular, each accepted predicate earns one point, multiplied by the “power-ups” that apply to the predicate. The power-ups are shown in area $F$. In order from top to bottom these power-ups apply in the following situations: the first applies if the predicate does not use any constants like 1, or 0; the second applies if the predicate uses inequality; the third applies if the predicate uses equality; the fourth applies if the predicate uses multiplication or division; the fifth applies if the predicate uses addition or subtraction; the sixth applies if the predicate uses the modulo operator.

Each power-up has an associated multiplier that varies over time. The multiplier is shown next to each power-up in area $F$. For example, the top-most power-up in area $F$ has multiplier 6X. At the beginning of a level, all multipliers are set to 2X. When a predicate is entered, the multipliers of all power-ups that apply are reset to 2X and the multipliers of all power-ups that do not apply are incremented by 2 (the sequence is: 2X, 4X, 6X, 8X, etc). As a result, the longer a power-up has not been used, the more valuable it becomes.

Power-ups compose, so that for example if two power-ups apply to a given predicate, with values 6X and 4X, then the score for that predicate is the base score of 1, multiplied by 6 and then by 4, giving 24.

Power-ups serve two purposes. First, they make the game more fun. In preliminary experiments with players, we often observed players show outward enjoyment from trying to
hit multiple power-ups at once. The gratification of hitting a huge-scoring predicate was very apparent, something we also noticed when we as authors played the game. Second, power-ups incentivize players to enter a diversity of predicates. For example, if a player has not entered an inequality in a while, the inequality multiplier becomes large, incentivizing the player to enter an inequality.

### 3.2.2 Column Ordering

We found through preliminary trials that one important consideration is the order in which columns are displayed. In particular, certain column orderings made it more likely for players to discover certain invariants. For example, consider the screenshot in Figure 3.1, and recall the invariant in this case: $2 \times \text{sum} = i \times (i - 1) \land i \leq n + 1$. The hardest part of this invariant is $2 \times \text{sum} = i \times (i - 1)$, which relates $\text{sum}$ and $i$. This relationship is easier to see if the $\text{sum}$ and $i$ columns are displayed right next to each other, as in Figure 3.1. If the $\text{sum}$ and $i$ columns were further apart (for example by having the $n$ column in between), then the pattern between $i$ and $\text{sum}$ would be harder to see, because the intervening columns would be cognitively distracting. The situation would be even worse if there were two intervening columns, containing unrelated numbers.

To address this problem, InvGame serves the same level with different column orderings. In general, for $n$ columns there are $n!$ possible orderings, which is quite large. To make this number more manageable, we take advantage of the fact that proximity between pairs of variables is the most important consideration. To this end, we define a notion of adjacent-completeness: we say that a set of orderings is adjacent-complete if all pairs of variables are adjacent in at least one of the orderings.

For 3 variables $a,b,c$, there are a total of 6 possible orderings, but only two orderings are needed for adjacent-completeness: $abc$ and $acb$. For 4 variables $a, b, c, d$, there are a total of 24 possible orderings, but surprisingly only two orderings are needed to be adjacent-completeness: $abcd$ and $cadb$. In general, adjacent-completeness provides a much smaller number of orderings.
to consider, while still giving us the benefit of proximity. \textsc{InvGame} uses a pre-computed table of adjacent-complete orderings, and when a level is served, the least seen ordering for that level is served.

\subsection*{3.2.3 Gamification Features}

Our approach uses gamification, the idea of adding gaming elements to a task. \textsc{InvGame} has four gaming elements: (1) a scoring mechanism, (2) power-ups that guide players to higher scores, (3) a level structure, (4) and quick-paced rewards for accomplishments (finding invariants/finishing levels). While we didn’t perform a randomized controlled study to measure the effects of these gamification elements, preliminary experiments with players during the design phase showed that scoring and power-ups significantly improved the enjoyment and engagement of players.

\subsection*{3.3 Back-end Verification Checking}

Our backend incorporates the Z3 SMT solver and has two main functions — (1) an on-line check for tautologies and trivially weaker expressions and (2) an on-line attempt to find a sound subset of the candidate invariants. The first use case is used to prevent trivial cheating, while the latter use case tries to verify a level given the current candidate invariants from the user.

\subsubsection*{3.3.1 Preventing Trivial Cheating}

The default gameplay modality — accepting any predicates that satisfy the set of green rows — allows for two trivial ways of cheating: (1) entering tautologies and (2) entering an unbounded sequence of weaker expressions. In both cases there is an infinite number of expressions readily available to players, that allow them to get any score without contributing useful information.

For example, a player may enter any of the infinite sequence of tautologies of the shape \(x=x, x+1=x+1, x+2=x+2,\) etc. Additionally given a variable \(x\) for which all values are less than
1000, a player can also enter any of the infinite sequence of increasingly weaker expressions $x<1000$, $x<1001$, $x<1002$, etc.

To prevent this the game uses the backend SMT solver to check for every submitted predicate $I$ whether (1) $I$ is a tautology and (2) whether $I$ is implied by any of the currently discovered candidate invariants by the user.

Note that due to incompleteness of the underlying decision theories Z3 uses, it is possible for users to build tautologies that Z3 cannot recognize as such. In our experiments we did not observe such behavior from players, however some experts playing the game recognized that they could do this. Furthermore, in our experiments we did not observe the tautology and implication checking to cause any significant issues with the game’s responsiveness. All checks were performed with a relatively small timeout of 5-10 seconds in the backend.

### 3.3.2 Computing Sound Subset of Invariants

A predicate that makes all rows true (green) is not necessarily an invariant, let alone a verification invariant. For example, in Figure 3.1, $n==6$ would make all rows true, but it is not an invariant of the program. In other words, predicates entered by players are based on a particular run of the program, and might not be true in general.

Thus, we need a back-end solver that checks if the entered predicate is a verification invariant. This is straightforward for a given predicate, but there is a significant challenge in how to handle multiple predicates. For example, in Figure 3.1, the player might have entered $2*\text{sum} == i*(i-1)$ and $i <= n+1$ individually, but also other predicates in between, one of them being $n==6$, which is not a loop invariant. If we simply take the conjunction of all these predicates, it will not be a loop invariant (because of $n==6$), even though the player has in fact found the key invariants. Therefore, the INVGAME back-end needs to check if the conjunction of some subset of the entered predicates is an invariant. Furthermore, to enable collaborative solving, the back-end would need to consider the predicates from all players, which can lead to hundreds of predicates. Given 100 predicates there are $2^{100}$ possible subsets, which is for too
many to test in practice.

To address this problem, we use predicate abstraction, a widely investigated technique for doing program analysis [8]. In particular, given a set of predicates that are candidate loop invariants, the back-end first uses a theorem prover to prune out the ones that are not implied by the assume statements at the beginning of the function. For the remaining predicates, our back-end uses a fixpoint computation, iteratively reducing the set of candidate invariants. In particular, it first assumes that the remaining predicates all hold at the beginning of the loop. Then for each remaining predicate $p$ the back-end asks a theorem prover whether $p$ holds after the loop (under the assumption that all predicates hold at the beginning of the loop). The predicates $p$ that pass the test are kept, and ones that don’t are pruned, thus giving us a smaller set of remaining predicates. The process is repeated until the set of predicates does not change anymore, reaching a fixed point. This process issues at most $O(n^2)$ queries to the underlying solver, where $n$ is the number of candidate invariants. This follows trivially from the fact that at every iteration at most $O(n)$ individual queries are issued, and there are no more than $O(n)$ iterations since at each iteration at least one of the $n$ predicates is removed. Note that we can improve performance by (1) batching the $O(n)$ queries at each iteration into a single large query, (2) caching information on invariant soundness between player attempts. Interestingly enough, the theory on program analysis tells us that upon termination the remaining set will be the maximal set of predicates whose conjunction is a loop invariant, modulo solver timeouts.

We run the solver in real-time, but with a short time-out, and leave the rest to an offline process. Predicates for an individual player are done quickly, in most cases at interactive speeds. However, checking the predicates of all players collectively (to check if a conjunction of predicates from different players solves a level) must often be left to an offline process.
3.4 Evaluation

We want to evaluate INVGAME along five dimensions, each leading to a research question:

1. **Comparison against Leading Tools**: Can INVGAME solve benchmarks that leading automated tools cannot?
2. **Player Skill**: What skills are needed to play INVGAME effectively?
3. **Solution Cost**: How much does it cost (time, money) to get a solution for a benchmark using INVGAME?
4. **Player Creativity**: How creative are players at coming up with new semantically interesting predicates?
5. **Player Enjoyment**: How fun is INVGAME?

Before exploring each of these questions in a separate subsection, we first start by describing our experimental setup.

3.4.1 Experimental Setup

We envision our gamification approach being used on problems that automated tools cannot verify on their own. To evaluate INVGAME in this setting, we collected a set of 243 verification benchmarks, made up of benchmarks from the literature and test cases for our system. Each benchmark is a function with preconditions, some loops and an assert after the loops. Functions range in size from 7 to 64 lines of code. Although these functions might seem small, it’s important to realize that we have included benchmarks from recent prominent papers on invariant generation [30, 41], and also benchmarks from recent Software Verification Competitions [1].

We removed from this set of benchmarks those that use language features that INVGAME doesn’t handle, in particular doubly nested loops, arrays, the heap and disjunctive invariants (we discuss limitations of our approach in Section 6.1). This left us with 66 benchmarks. We ran four automated state-of-the-art verification tools on these benchmarks, namely: Daikon [32], CPAChecker [14], InvGen [47] and ICE-DT [41]. Daikon is a dynamic statistical invariant inference engine that generates invariants from a fixed set of templates. CPAChecker is a configurable static analysis tool based on abstract interpretation. InvGen is an automatic linear arithmetic invariant generator. Finally, ICE-DT is a state-of-the-art invariant generator based on
We consider a benchmark as solved by leading tools if any of these four tools solved it. This left us with 14 benchmarks that were unsolved by leading tools. These 14 benchmarks, shown in Table 3.1, are the ones we aimed to solve using InvGAME. In general, these benchmarks are challenging for automated tools because of the non-linear equalities and inequalities.

Here is the provenance of the 14 benchmarks that have resisted automated checking: gauss-1 is from the Software Verification Competition suite [1]; sqrt is from the ICE-DT [41] benchmark suite; gauss-2 is an elaborated version of gauss-1; cube-1 is based on a clever technique for computing cubes [99]; cube-2 and prod-bin are from an online repository of polynomial benchmarks [4]; the remaining 7 are from our test suite.

We use Mechanical Turk to run our experiment, as a set of human intelligence tasks (HITs). One HIT consists of playing at least two levels (benchmarks) of the game, but we let the players play more if they want. We paid participants because Mechanical Turk is a paying platform. Per our IRB protocol, we aimed to pay our players at a rate of about $10/hr. Participants
were paid even if they didn’t solve a level, and we didn’t connect pay to score. Because we did not want users to purposely slow down to get paid more, we paid players by the level rather than by the hour. Preliminary trials showed that $0.75/level would lead a pay rate of $10/hr. However, players in experiments were quicker than in trials (avg of 109s/level), yielding an average pay rate of $24.77/hr.

INVGAME dynamically serves the level (benchmark) that the current player has played the least. Although a production system would run a level until it was solved, our goal was to better understand how players interact with INVGAME. To this end, we ran experiments until we had at least 15 unique players for each level. In total, our data set includes 685 plays and 67 unique players, with each level played between 36 and 72 times. Some levels were also solved many times.

3.4.2 Comparison against Leading Tools

Table 3.1 shows the benchmark name, the verification invariant, and whether our gamification approach was able to find the invariant using Mechanical Turk users. In short, our gamification approach worked on 10 out of the 14 benchmarks.

Individual vs. Collective Solving. One interesting question is whether solutions came from single plays or collections of plays. We define a play as a player playing a level once. We define an individual solving play as a play of a level that by itself finds the entire required invariant. In all cases but two, the solutions in our experiments came from individual solving plays. However, there can be cases where there is no individual solving play (because each player only finds part of the invariant), but putting the invariants together from all plays solves the benchmark. We call such solutions collective solutions; these solutions can only happen when the verification invariant has a conjunct, so in 5 of our 14 benchmarks. In our experiments, collective solutions happened only twice, for sqrt and gauss-2 (for sqrt, an individual solution was also found). For collective solutions, because of the way our solver works, it is difficult to determine who contributed to solving the level. As a result, in all of the following discussions where we need
Table 3.2. Player math and computer science skill rating scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Middle school math</th>
<th>Prog</th>
<th>No experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prog 1</td>
<td>No experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math 2</td>
<td>High school math</td>
<td>Prog 2</td>
<td>Beginner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math 3</td>
<td>College level math</td>
<td>Prog 3</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math 4</td>
<td>Masters level math</td>
<td>Prog 4</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math 5</td>
<td>PhD level math</td>
<td>Prog 5</td>
<td>Professional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to attribute the solution to a player, we only consider individual solving plays (and call them solving plays).

3.4.3 Player Skill

To better understand the relationship between a player’s prior math/programming skills and their ability to solve levels, we asked players to rate themselves on a scale from 1 to 5 on math expertise and programming expertise. We use the term “math skill” and “programming skill” to refer to the math/programming skill rating that the player gave themselves. The skill ratings for math and programming shown in the survey are displayed in Table 3.2.

Bearing in mind that these are self-reported metrics, Figures 3.2(a) and (b) show the number of players at each math and programming skill, respectively. The majority of our players have not taken a math course beyond high-school or college and have either no programming experience, or are at best novice to intermediate. It’s also worth noting that we have no players that only took math at the middle-school level and that we see a wider spread of skill levels in programming experience than math. Finally, we had no expert programmers (i.e. players who self-identified as having programming skill 5 in Table 3.2) in our study. Since verification is an advanced and specialized topic, we assume this also means that none of our players had verification expertise.

We define the math/programming skill of a play as the math/programming skill of the player who played the play. Figures 3.2(c) and (d) show the number of solving plays (recall, these are individual solving plays) categorized by the skill of the solving play — math in (c)
Figure 3.2. Number of players by math and programming skill and programming in (d). This shows us that in absolute numbers, plays at programming skill 3 contribute the most.

To better understand the performance of each skill rating, Figures 3.2(e) and (f) show the number of solving plays at a given skill divided by the total number of plays at that skill — math in (e) and programming in (f). For example, the bar at math skill 3 in Figure 3.2(e) tells us
that about 4% of plays at math skill 3 are solving plays. This gives us a sense of how productive plays are at math skill 3.

Looking at Figures 3.2(e) and (f), if we ignore programming skill 4 — which is difficult to judge because it has so few plays, as seen in Figure 3.2(b) — there is in general a trend, both in math and programming skill, that higher skill ratings lead to higher productivity.

In addition to looking individually at math and programming skill, we also looked at their combination, in particular: (1) the average of math and programming skill (2) the maximum of math and programming skill. Although we don’t show all the charts here, one crucial observation emerged from examining the maximum of math and programming skill. To be more precise, we define the \textit{mp-max} skill to be the maximum of the math skill and the programming skill. We noticed that \textit{all} solving plays had an \textit{mp-max} skill of 3 or above, in other words a skill of 3 or above in math \textit{or} in programming. Furthermore, this was not because we lacked plays at lower \textit{mp-max} skills: 35\% of plays have an \textit{mp-max} skill strictly less than 3, in other words a skill below 3 in \textit{both} math and programming. These 35\% of plays did not find any solutions. In short, \textsc{InvGame} does not enable players with low math \textit{and} low programming skill to find loop invariants: instead the most effective players are those with at least a score of 3 in math or programming.

\textbf{Difficulty of Benchmarks}. Having focused on the effectiveness of players over \textit{all} benchmarks, we now want to better understand what makes a benchmark difficult and this difficulty relates to what skill is required to solve it.

One clear indication of the difficulty is that some benchmarks were not solved. Looking more closely at the four benchmarks that were not solved by \textsc{InvGame}, we found that for \texttt{cube-1}, players found $c=\text{i*i*i}$ many times, but not $\text{i*(i+1)=2*a}$; and for \texttt{cube-2} players found $6*(\text{n+1})$ and $x=\text{n*n*n}$ but not $y=3*\text{n*(n+1)+1}$. From this we conclude that more complex polynomial relationships are harder for humans to see.

Focusing on levels that \textit{were} solved, let’s first consider \texttt{gauss-1}, which was only solved once in a preliminary trial with online Mechanical Turk workers. The player who solved \texttt{gauss-1}
had a math skill of 2 and programming skill of 3, which is average for our population. This occurrence resembles cases observed in Foldit [22], where some of the biggest contributions were made by a small number of players with no formal training in the matter, but with a strong game intuition.

For the remaining benchmarks that were solved, a proxy measure for difficulty of a level might be the number of solving plays for that level. The more frequently a level is solved, the easier the level might be. Because there is variation in the number of times each level was played, we normalize the number of solving plays for a level by the total number of plays for that level. This gives us, for each level, the percentage of plays that were solving plays. Figure 3.3(a) and (b) show this percentage for all solved levels — except for gauss−2, because it was solved by multiple plays, and gauss−1 because as we mentioned earlier we don’t include the data for that benchmark here. For example, we can see that for nl−eq−2 about 22% of plays were solving plays, and for nl−ineq−1 about 3% of plays were solving plays. The levels are ordered from hardest at the left (the least number of solutions) to easiest at the right (most number of solutions).
Furthermore, we divided each bar into stacked bars based on math and programming skill of the solving plays. Figure 3.3(a) shows the chart divided by math skill, and Figure 3.3(b) shows the chart divided by programming skill.

Plotting the data in this way gives us a sense of how much each skill contributed to the solving plays for each level. We can notice, for example, that programming skill 3 appears on all benchmarks, meaning that if we only keep programming skill 3 plays, we still solve the same number of benchmarks.

We also expect that the hardest levels might require more skill to solve. Thus, moving from right to left in the bar chart, we would expect the bars to contain larger proportions of high skills. While not perfectly observed in Figure 3.3, we do see signs of this pattern. For example, scanning from right to left in the chart organized by math skill – 3.3(a) – we see that math skill 2 (green) disappears: the hardest three benchmarks are only solved by math skill 3 and 4. Scanning from right to left in the chart organized by programming skill – 3.3(b) – we see that programming skills 1 and 2 shrink and then disappear.

3.4.4 Solution Cost

![Figure 3.4. Cost of first solution in total player time and money](image)

In practice, if we were trying to solve verification problems with INVGAME, we would
have \textsc{InvGame} serve a given level until it was verified. Because all of our data has time-stamps, we can simulate this scenario from our data. In particular, given a level, we can measure the cost to get the first solution for that level, both in minutes of game play for that level, and in terms of money spent on that level. Figure 3.4(a) shows the first solution cost in minutes of gameplay for each level, and Figure 3.4(b) shows the first solution cost in dollars for each level. The benchmarks are ordered in the same way as in Figure 3.3. As expected, we notice a broad trend which is that benchmarks that were measured as harder according to Figure 3.3 tend to cost more to solve.

On average the first solution required 15 minutes of player time and cost $6.5. Also, although we don’t show a chart with the number of unique players to the first solution, on average, the first solution required about 8 plays and 4 unique players.

3.4.5 Player Creativity

![Figure 3.5. Cumulative # of semantically new predicates vs # of plays](image)

A key assumption of our game is that players are good at coming up with new predicates, in the hope that they will eventually hit upon a verification invariant. To get more detail on player creativity, we plot, over time, the cumulative number of predicates entered by players that were semantically new, meaning that they were not implied by any of the previously entered predicates. There are 14 such plots, two of which are shown in Figure 3.5(a) and (b).

To gain insight on whether these trends had flattened by the end of our experiments –
signaling an exhaustion of what players are able to invent for accepted predicates – we computed the fits of two trend lines, one on the assumption that new predicates were continuing to come (a linear regression), and one that they were not (a logarithmic regression). Our intuition is that, given enough runs, we would see a leveling off in the discovery of semantically new predicates. This would mean that the logarithmic regression would be a clearly better fit. However, we are not yet seeing this for our benchmarks: the linear regression is a better fit (i.e., had a better $R^2$ value) in 12 of the 14 benchmarks. Furthermore, the $R^2$ values of all regressions, linear or logarithmic, were uniformly high, in the range 0.86 to 0.98 — with $R^2 = 1$ indicating a perfect fit. The most logarithmic plot is shown in Figure 3.5(a). This tells us that, despite having between 36 and 72 plays for each benchmark, we have not yet seen enough runs to detect a clear leveling off of semantically new predicates. This suggests that we have not yet exhausted the creativity of our players in terms of coming up with semantically new predicates. Besides being indicative of the creative potential of our players, it provides hope that further gameplay could solve more of our four remaining unsolved benchmarks.

### 3.4.6 Player Enjoyment

We asked players to rate the game from 1 to 5 on how much fun they had. The average rating for fun was 4.36 out of 5. Also, we received several emails from users asking us when more HITs would be available. One user even referred to us as their favorite HIT. Note that our experiments do not show that participants are willing to play the game just for fun, without being paid. Still, even with players being paid, the rest of our data analysis is valid with regard to (1) how humans play INVGAME, (2) the solving power of humans vs. automated tools (3) the relation of player skill to solving potential.

The balance of intrinsic vs. extrinsic motivation (e.g. monetary payment) in game design is an interesting topic of study [87]. Certainly, extrinsic motivation is not inconsistent with the idea of gamification, in that some citizen science projects use both [22, 104]. Recent research also suggests that hybrid schemes of motivation (mixing intrinsic and extrinsic) are worth studying in
terms of player engagement, retainment, and effectiveness [87, 104, 115].

In addition to the “fun” rating, we also asked players to rate the game from 1 to 5 on how challenging they found it. The average rating was 4.06, suggesting users found this task fairly difficult. The fact that players found the game challenging and yet fun might suggest that InvGame is a “Sudoku” style puzzle game, where players enjoy being engrossed in a mathematically challenging environment.

3.5 Design Insights

We believe these were several important design insights that led to our approach being successful.

**Less abstraction has benefits.** In InvGame we chose a point in the design space that exposes the math in a minimalist style, without providing a gamification story around it. As we discuss in our related work, this is in contrast to other games like Xylem [72], which provide a much more polished and abstracted veneer on the game. Our minimalist user interface scales better with content size: our unencumbered table can convey a lot of information at once. Furthermore, we believe InvGame was successful at solving problems in large part because of the lack of abstraction over mathematical concepts: we are directly leveraging the raw mathematical ability of players.

**The diversity of human cognition is powerful.** Players in InvGame don’t see code or asserts. Yet they are still able to come up with useful invariants. In fact, if players played perfectly, always finding the strongest invariants given the traces they saw, they would often miss the invariants we needed. In this sense, *the diversity of human cognition is extremely powerful* as it allows the crowd to infer expressions without overfitting. Crowdsourcing, along with our scoring incentive of power-ups, together harness this diversity of cognition.

While looking at predicates entered by players, two cases stood out as exemplifying the diversity of human cognition.
First, a player found $su == (a+1)*(a+1) \&\& su==t+a*a$ for $\sqrt{r}$, and this solved the $\sqrt{r}$ level. At first we were surprised, because this looks very different from the solution we expected from Table 3.1, namely $su== (a+1)*(a+1) \&\& t==2*a+1$. However, upon closer examination, the player’s predicate is semantically equivalent to ours, even though syntactically different. The fact that a player found such a different expression of the same invariant, which required us to think twice about how it could actually solve the level, is a testament to the diversity in cognitive approaches and pattern recognition that different players bring to the table.

Second, in n1-ineq-1, many players found a compelling candidate invariant that we did not expect: $(i+1)*j==k$. This candidate invariant is stronger than (i.e., implies) the needed verification invariant, namely $i*j<=k$. The candidate invariant $(i+1)*j==k$, despite its compelling nature (upon first inspection we mistook it for another correct solution), is actually not a valid invariant, even though it held on the data shown in the game. What is interesting is that if all humans had played the game perfectly, finding the best possible invariant for the data shown, they would have only found the incorrect stronger $(i+1)*j==k$, which would have prevented them from entering the correct one, $i*j<=k$. In this sense, the diversity of human ability to see different patterns is crucial, as often the strongest conclusion given the limited data shown is not the one that generalizes well.

**Law of Proximity.** We found that column proximity affected the ability of players to see certain patterns: it was easier to discover patterns in closer columns. This insight is captured by the *Law of Proximity*, one of the Gestalt Laws of Grouping, from the Gestalt Psychology [110, 111]. The law of proximity states that objects that are close together appear to form groups. This law has a long history of being used in HCI design, including for web page design, menu design, and form design [110, 111]. In our setting, columns are perceived as grouped based on their proximity, which then affects the kinds of relations that players see.

**Reducing the Two Gulfs by Changing the Task.** One way of assessing the cognitive burden of a task is to consider the two well-known ”gulfs”: (1) *gulf of execution* [80]: the difficulty in understanding what actions should be taken to achieve a given goal; (2) *gulf of evaluation* [80]:
the difficulty in understanding the state of a system, and how the system state evolves. When a human does program verification the traditional way, using loop invariants and a back-end theorem prover, both gulfs are large: it’s hard to determine what invariant to use by looking at the program (gulf of execution); and it’s also hard to predict how the back-end theorem prover will respond to a given invariant (gulf of evaluation). By transforming the task into one where humans look at run-time data, instead of programs, and try to come up with predicates that hold on this data, we significantly reduce both gulfs: it’s easy to understand how to enter predicates that make all rows green to win points (gulf of execution); and it’s easy to understand that the system just evaluates the predicates entered to either true (green) or false (red) on the given data (gulf of evaluation).

This reduction in cognitive burden, through a reduction in the two gulfs, explains in theoretical terms why players with no verification expertise can play INVGAME. However, these choices have also robbed the player of fidelity with respect to the original verification task: the player does not see the program, or the asserts, or any feedback from the theorem prover. This seems to indicate an increase in the gulf between our game and the original verification task. How is the game still successful at verification? This fidelity is in fact not always needed; and when not needed, it can be cognitively burdensome, especially for non-experts. The ultimate insight is that a low fidelity proxy which reduces cognitive burden and also maintains enough connections to the original task can allow non-experts to achieve expert tasks. Also, from the perspective of game design, our choice of proxy provides another benefit: INVGAME’s frequent positive feedback for entering novel predicates is likely more rewarding and motivating than the frequent feedback on incorrect verification invariants.

Some of the above design insights, individually, can certainly be connected to prior work (e.g.: some VeriGames projects change the task [72], Foldit removes a lot of abstraction [22]). However, our work also provides empirical evidence that the above design insights can be incorporated together into a system that makes players effective at loop invariant inference compared to state-of-the-art automated tools.
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Chapter 4

FLOWGAME

4.1 Overview

With InvGAME we decided to hide the underlying program structure from the player and to focus their attention on the mathematical patterns in run-time traces. Furthermore, we asked players to solve a simpler problem — satisfying a limited set of runtime traces — as a high-fidelity proxy for the underlying task of finding sound loop invariants.

This decision had several benefits — it allowed for a game that does not require understanding the underlying programming language or the mechanism of verification. Furthermore, it allowed for immediate visual feedback, as the game became only loosely tied to the underlying SMT solver, which has the potential to time out on some queries. Finally, it allowed for more frequent positive feedback, as it is easier to discover true predicates for a limited set of traces than to finding inductive invariants. Candidate predicates over traces can also be discovered in any order. If the game required players to find invariants that the backend solver can immediately show to be sound, then for some levels users would be forced to discover invariants in a specific order, and some invariants would only be allowed grouped together.

The InvGAME design, while simplifying the problem, held back a lot of information that would have been useful to players to solve the underlying verification task quicker (or tackle more complex tasks). Namely, there are 2 types of information that would be beneficial — 1) the structure of the underlying program and 2) the counterexamples provided by the underlying
4.1.1 Exposing Program Structure

During the evaluation of INVGAME we noted 2 particular cases where hiding the underlying program structure from players presented a serious obstacle to verifying a level.

The first case is benchmarks that require implication invariants. In our experience the precedent necessary for those implications frequently appears in the branch expression of conditionals in the program, or in the loop condition itself. For example, we found that in 38 out of the 39 benchmarks in our benchmarks set that involve implications, the precedent can be found in the program text, usually in a branch condition in or before the loop, the loop condition or in the postcondition. We experimented with simple heuristics for selecting a precedent as mentioned in Section 6.1.2. Our experiments showed that we can split traces based on candidate predicates and successfully use Daikon or INVGAME to infer the antecedent for implications, and in many cases solve implicative levels. We do not further report on those results, as it seemed that once we empowered Daikon with syntactically inferred precedents there were not many levels left on which to evaluate how human players can add value on top of automated tools.

The second case is benchmarks where knowing the goal of the verification (i.e. the required post-condition) significantly aids in finding the right invariants. While there are many patterns, and consequently valid invariants on which a user can spend their time and effort, not all of them are required to prove a given post-condition. Knowing for example what variables are in the post condition, or what kind of relation is sought after (e.g. equality vs inequality) can be a valuable hint for the user as to where to direct their attention.

Furthermore, even the syntactic shape of the post-condition can be a valuable hint for a player. For example consider the benchmark in figure 2.1, coming from the ICE-DT benchmark suite. The postcondition \(2*\text{sum} = n*(n+1)\) is very similar to the required invariant \(2*\text{sum} = i*(i-1)\). In 27% of benchmarks we found that the post-condition expression appears in the required invariant either unchanged, or same modulo variable substitution.
4.1.2 Exposing Verification Counterexamples

A second piece of information that is useful to finding inductive verification invariants are the counterexamples provided by the underlying solver. Exposing counterexamples to players is one mechanism to explain to players the gap between their current candidate invariants and the yet-unknown correct invariants. In section 6.1.4 we discussed early experiments in trying to display pre-condition and inductiveness counterexamples. In those experiments, even experts found gameplay with counterexamples in INVGAME confusing.

Explaining counterexamples to players (especially inductive ones) requires teaching non-experts intuition very similar to the intuition experts build while performing Hoare-style logical reasoning. It is a significant challenge to incorporate such a level of complexity in a game design, while keeping it accessible to a wide audience.

4.2 FLOWGAME Design

As observed in previous sections extending INVGAME with program information and counterexamples made the original game more confusing. As a result, we decided to design a different game — FLOWGAME — that exposes the essential parts of the underlying program and communicates verification failures faithfully to the player. In FLOWGAME, unlike in INVGAME, the game goal is precisely aligned with the verification goal. There are three basic ideas that drive the design of FLOWGAME:

1. Interactive verification can be viewed as a turn based game with the solver as the adversary. An expert’s ‘play’ is a suggested constraint on the adversary in the form of an invariant, whereas the adversary’s ‘play’ is a concrete counterexample to the player’s constraints.

2. The verification game can be visualized over a stylized control-flow graph (CFG). The CFG allows for an engaging and clear visualization of counterexamples, and the flow of counterexamples across a graph resembles an existing category of games called ‘tower
defense games’.

3. The semantics of the underlying program, the specification primitives (assume and assert statements) and even the intuition of inductiveness can be described using just 4 visual elements in the game. In particular, a loop invariant can be viewed as a sequence of an assume and assert that share the same expression.

The above ideas drove us to build a game that initially at least resembles a turn-based tower defense game, where the player controls only a pair of towers (corresponding to the loop header in the underlying solver). The game goal is to put constraints on a cunning adversary that can spawns any forces he chooses, subject to the constraints imposed by the player.

4.2.1 Overview

We use the running example shown in Figure 4.1 to describe the InvGame layout and gameplay. The code in Figure 4.1a, and for the remainder of this chapter is presented in the Boogie [68] verification language. Boogie is a low-level imperative verification language with built-in support for expressing pre and post conditions as well as loop invariants. Both InvGame and FlowGame use Boogie as their backend representation for levels. You can find more information on the syntax and semantics of Boogie in [68].

In figure 4.1a we show an example program in Boogie that computes successive squares, and in figure 4.1b the corresponding FlowGame level for that program. A level shows a stylized control-flow graph (CFG), with the minimum syntactic information need to convey the level semantics. Basic blocks and certain expressions and statements are represented by the different icons on screen. Icons in FlowGame are connected by green lines showing the possible paths between basic blocks in the CFG. So for example the program in fig. 4.1a contains a single loop, and correspondingly there is a single loop formed by the green lines in fig. 4.1b.

The game screen in figure 4.1b displays verification and control flow relevant expressions. For example, the icon labeled A with expression n>0 in fig. 4.1b corresponds to the assume
\begin{verbatim}
var a, t, su, n: int;
assume (n > 0);
a := 0;
su := 1;
t := 1;
while (su <= n)
begin
    a := a + 1;
t := t + 2;
su := su + t;
end
assert (su == (a + 1) * (a + 1));
\end{verbatim}

(a) Source code

Figure 4.1. \textsc{FlowGame} example — square

statement on line 2 of fig 4.1a. The icon labeled \R with corresponding text \((n+1) \times (n+1) = su\) at the bottom right of fig. 4.1b correspond to the \texttt{assert} statement on line 13 in fig. 4.1a. Finally, the icon labeled \C with associated text \texttt{su<=n} in the middle of figure 4.1b corresponds to the loop condition on line 7.

The game is centered around reasoning about solver counterexamples, visualized as variable assignments flowing between icons along green arrow paths. For example in Figure 4.2a, a counterexample containing the assignment \(n=1\) is shown at the top.

There are 4 types of icons on a \textsc{FlowGame} screen, defined in table 4.1. The first icon represents a source for counterexample values. It is depicted by a funnel opening downwards, with an associated expression. The game semantics of a source icon is that it can emit \textit{any} variable assignment that satisfies the accompanying expression. This game semantics precisely mirrors the semantics of the \texttt{assume} statement in Boogie.

The second icon represent a sink for counterexample values. It is depicted by a funnel opening upwards with an associated expression. The game semantics of a sink icon is that it can ‘eat’ \textit{any} example variable assignments that satisfies the accompanying expression. If an example variable assignment reaches a sink node and does not satisfy the node’s expression, it
Table 4.1. FlowGame icons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Code Equivalent</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![source_icon]</td>
<td>Source</td>
<td><code>assume &lt;expr&gt;</code></td>
<td>Source of counterexamples values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![sink_icon]</td>
<td>Sink</td>
<td><code>assert &lt;expr&gt;</code></td>
<td>Sink for counterexamples values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![transformer_icon]</td>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td><code>x:= ...;</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>y:=...;</code></td>
<td>Sequence of assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![branch_icon]</td>
<td>Branch</td>
<td><code>if &lt;expr&gt; {</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>    ...</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>} else {</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>    ...</code>&lt;br&gt;`}</td>
<td>Branch point for counterexample values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

results in an ‘error’ that the player must fix. This game semantics closely mirrors the semantics of the `assert` statement in Boogie.

The third icon represents a sequence of assignments mutating the program state. It is depicted by a square gearbox, the gears signifying that this block transforms the variable assignments flowing through it. The fourth icon represents a branch node, and has an associated conditional expression. Its in-game semantics are that for every example assignments that flows through it, the associated conditional expression is evaluated, and depending on the outcome, the assignment flows left if conditional expression is true and right otherwise. This icon corresponds to a branch in Boogie.

Finally, in Figure 4.1b the source/sink pair labeled (D) are connected by an equal sign. This visually shows that the particular source and sink share a single expression. A linked source/sink pair corresponds to a loop invariant and is the only part of the game that a user interacts with. By attempting to add conjunctions to the linked source/sink pair players are trying to constrain the loop invariant. The idea of a linked source/sink pair corresponds to the fact that loop invariants can be expressed as a sequence of an `assume I;` and an `assert I;` statements that share a common expression I. This explanation is convenient for us as we don’t need a separate visual element with which to explain invariants.
The game mechanic described so far draws inspiration from tower defense games: ‘bad’ values flow along fixed paths, and it is the player’s goal to interact with the map until no more bad values can flow.

4.2.2 Game Play

Solver counterexamples are concrete traces along a particular path through the program. They are visualized as objects flowing along the program control flow graph, that contain concrete variable assignments. In figure 4.2a we show a concrete counterexample flowing from the start of the program to the loop header.

(a) Before assignments

(b) After assignments

Figure 4.2. FlowGame — precondition counterexample

The concrete counterexample is displayed as a gray box containing the concrete variable values. For example in figure 4.2a the counterexample shows that right at the beginning of the program \( a \) has a value of 0 and \( n \) has a value of 1. Players can move the gray counterexample box back and forth using the keyboard. As the counterexample box moves across transformer boxes for example, players can see the values change. Figure 4.2b shows the game after the player has moved the counterexample past the first transformer box, and shows the effect of its assignments reflected in the counterexample — \( su \) and \( t \) now appear in the counterexample box.

A player interacts with a game by changing the expression associated with the loop invariant. For example, in figure 4.2a this is the red \( n == 0 \) expression next to the Invariant node. The counterexample displayed in figures 4.2a and 4.2b is a pre-condition counterexample — i.e.
it signifies that the current candidate invariant (n==0) is too strict — it is not implied by the loop’s precondition (n>0).

Figure 4.3. FlowGame — inductive counterexample

Next a player may try a<8 as an invariant, as shown in figure 4.3. a<8 is not inductive, and thus the four panels in figure 4.3 show a counterexample that spans a single loop iteration. In fig. 4.3a we see that if we start with a program state where a==8 && n == 0 && su ==0 then we will go inside the loop (fig. 4.3b), after the loop body a will become 9 (fig. 4.3c) and finally that state makes it back to the loop header (fig. 4.3d), but it does not satisfy the loop invariant.

The counterexample in fig. 4.3 may look a little strange to the astute reader, as the values it contains do not constitute a reachable program state. There is no concrete program execution where at some point a==8 and su==0. This discrepancy is as a result of the fact that the loop invariant is the precise and complete summary of the program state at the loop header. Since the candidate invariant in the example (a<8) does not relate a and su in any way, the solver assumes
that it can treat \( a \) and \( su \) independently. This also speaks to the difficulty of creating inductive invariants — they must preserve themselves across iterations, without assuming any additional information.

As users find more sound invariants (e.g. \((a+1)*(a+1)==su\)) , the counterexample values they observe become closer and closer to the actual reachable values.

Finally, a player may attempt to write \( a\geq0 \) as an invariant. \( a\geq0 \) is actually an inductive invariant. However, as shown in fig 4.4 this invariant is not strong enough to guarantee the safety of the program, so a counterexample is still generated. The counterexample in fig. 4.4 shows that the environment \( a==0 \) \&\& \( n==-1 \) \&\& \( su==0 \) satisfies the loop invariant \( a\geq0 \) (fig. 4.4a) but it flows to the assert after the loop(fig. 4.4b), and violates it.

**Figure 4.4.** FLOWGAME — postcondition counterexample

A player’s goal throughout this process is to find a set of invariants such that no more counterexamples are shown.

### 4.2.3 Early Design Evolution of FlowGame

Since our early design trials, the game as seen in Figure 4.4 evolved to the form shown in Figure 4.5. In the later version of the game there are two major extensions both motivated by user observations in our initial trials.

**Need for positive examples.** In early design trials we asked an expert to use FLOWGAME to solve the benchmark presented in figure 4.1b. Our expert player had a difficulty solving the
level, and later remarked that ‘the UI explains how things could go wrong, but not how things work when they go right. In other words, the current game does not give the user intuition about the normal operation of the function since it only provides counterexamples. INVGAME on the other hand provides precisely an example of a loop operates under normal condition using runtime traces. As a result we decided to combine the two games as shown in figure 4.5

Figure 4.5. FLOWGAME and INVGAME combined

In the combined game dynamic a candidate invariant has to first satisfy the limited traces displayed labeled A in Figure 4.5. After passing this first filter, the invariant is submitted to the backend to attempt verification, and upon failure a counter example is displayed. An invariant is only accepted if it is sound (i.e. only post-condition counterexamples are returned.) and it is displayed in the green box on the lower right corner of fig. 4.5.

Need for an adversary. In an early design trial a non-expert was confused as to who comes up with the counterexample variable assignments, and found it annoying that without explanation the game always foiled their attempts. Her verbal feedback led to the insight that the solver has a meaningful place in the game world as an actual adversary. As a result we added as an adversary the ‘evil computer’ (see the icon labeled B in Figure 4.5). Having an adversary made explaining the game dynamics much simpler — the cunning adversary would always find
an edge case variable assignment to ‘break’ a user expression, should one exist. Thus making it the user’s goal to outsmart it, and find expression for which there is no breaking assignment. This metaphor allows us to encode the idea of ‘soundness’ of an expression into the gameplay. During our later experiments, two of our users noted that they enjoyed playing against an embodied adversary.

4.3 Evaluation

We performed a preliminary empirical evaluation with a small number (n=12) of verification experts and non-experts, that provided useful information on future directions of research In our evaluation we seek information on (1) player effectiveness at verification, (2) sources of confusion and (3) player enjoyment and engagement with our game. While we report statistics on user’s effectiveness (e.g. number of solved levels) and self-reported perception of the game (in Section 4.3.2), the primary focus of our evaluation is on qualitative observations derived from user interviews and the authors’ in-person observations (presented in Section 4.3.3).

Performing a full formal evaluation of how well FLOWGAME enables non-experts to perform verification requires (1) a larger population sample, (2) addressing design issues in our current prototype and (3) an actual playable tutorial. In our current experiments we provided an informal verbal tutorial to all players. The subjective nature of verbal tutorial, and potential influence of factors such as the tutor’s body language, energy level, variations on phrasing can impact the player’s understanding and performance, as further discussed in section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Experiment Setup

Each user experiment consisted of the following 4 steps:

1. **Background questions.** In order to estimate the player’s previous experience, we asked them 3 background questions:
(a) What is the highest educational level at which you have taken a mathematics course? (E.g. high school, BS, MS, PhD)

(b) What is the highest educational level at which you have taken a computer science course? (E.g. high school, BS, MS, PhD)

(c) What is the order of magnitude of the largest code base you have worked on (if any)? In what language(s)? (E.g. ~10K LOC, Python)

2. **Tutorial.** Users were given an informal verbal tutorial. They were presented with the game level shown in Figure 4.6.

![Figure 4.6. FLOWGAME tutorial level](image-url)

To introduce the game world, the metaphor of cities and roads was used. The 4 different types of icons were described as cities, and the connecting green arrows as the roads between the cities. The orbs were likened to trucks carrying values between cities. Next the semantics of each city and the player’s mode of interaction with the game was explained. Finally, the gameplay was illustrated with 3 different expressions, each causing a different type of counterexample.

First players were shown the result of entering $n<5$ in the level shown in Figure 4.6,
which resulted in a precondition counterexample. Next players were shown the invariant $n \geq 0$ which is an example of a sound invariant, that generates a postcondition counterexample. Afterwards players were shown the $x < 5$ invariant that generates an inductive counterexample. Finally, they were shown the correct solution $x \leq n$.

3. **Gameplay.** Users were asked to play as many levels as they felt like. They were allowed to ask questions, and were encouraged to think out loud. If a user was stuck for long time at a given level, they were offered hints. In most cases the hints only directed their attention to parts of the game interface, without specifying variables or expressions for them to try out. However, in a limited number of cases, parts of the relevant variables, or even parts of the correct invariant were pointed out in a hint.

Throughout this phase notes were taken on every invariant attempted by users as well as their more relevant verbal points.

4. **Final Survey.** After subjects finished playing they were asked to rate how fun and how challenging they found the game on a scale of 1 to 5. Furthermore, they were asked to describe what they liked, disliked, and found confusing.

**User Demographics**

The study consisted of 12 subjects, 6 considered experts and 6 non-experts. A summary of the users previous experience as estimated by the preliminary questions can be found in Table 4.2. We considered users actively involved in research on Programming Languages and/or Software Verification to be experts in this field. In our study this involved 4 PhD and 2 BS students, all majoring in Computer Science.

Our 6 non-expert subject included 3 players with no prior experience in Computer Science and non-STEM related degrees, and 3 players with STEM degrees outside of computer science.
Table 4.2. FLOWGAME user study subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Math Class</th>
<th>CS Class</th>
<th>CS Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;10 LOC Excel in CS101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;50 LOC Perl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;10 LOC Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;1000 LoC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>~10K LoC Haskell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;100K C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>~60K LoC Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>~1M LOC C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>~100K LOC Scala,JS,Haskell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>~10K LoC C/C++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benchmarks

The benchmarks used in our study are shown in Table 4.3 along with their provenance and expected solution. Benchmarks with provenance "ICE-DT" are selected from Garg et al.’s benchmarks from their paper on learning invariants using decision trees [41]. Benchmarks with provenance "Dilig" were selected from Dilig et al.’s benchmarks accompanying their paper on learning invariants through abductive inference [30]. Benchmarks with provenance SV-Comp originate from the 2016 edition of the "Competition on Software Verification (SB-COMP)" [1].

The benchmarks were ordered to provide a gradual difficulty slope, as well as slowly introduce more complex invariants.

Specifically the tutorial provides one of the simplest scenarios (variable incremented by 1 up to a bound) that allows us to showcase all 3 types of counterexamples.

The first level is a small variation on the tutorial, allowing players time to get used to the game and interface.

The second level introduces a multi-variable invariant for the first time and a non-inequality comparison operator.

The 3rd level is the first level requiring multiple conjuncts. Furthermore, there is an
Table 4.3. FLOWGAME user study benchmarks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Provenance</th>
<th>Expected Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tutorial</td>
<td>ICE-DT</td>
<td>x&lt;=n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ICE-DT</td>
<td>x&gt;=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SV-Comp</td>
<td>x == y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dilig</td>
<td>i &gt;= 0 &amp;&amp; sum &gt;= 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SV-Comp</td>
<td>x+y == n &amp;&amp; x &gt;= 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ICE-DT</td>
<td>s == y*j &amp;&amp; j &lt;= x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ICE-DT</td>
<td>su == (a+1)<em>(a+1) &amp;&amp; t == 2</em>a+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SV-Comp</td>
<td>2 * sum == i * (i - 1) &amp;&amp; i &lt;= n + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>InvGen test suite</td>
<td>2 * s == i * j &amp;&amp; j == i-1 &amp;&amp; i &lt;= n + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>InvGen test suite</td>
<td>i * (i+1) == 2<em>a &amp;&amp; c == i</em>i*i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dilig</td>
<td>(y&lt;=0) ==&gt; x&lt;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>InvGen test suite</td>
<td>i == 2<em>k</em>j</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

explicit dependency between conjuncts- sum>=0 is not sound without i>=0. As discussed in Section 4.3.3 this dependency confused some players.

The 4th and 5th level introduce more binary arithmetic operators. The 6th, 7th and 8th level involve complex non-linear invariants corresponding to common high-school mathematical knowledge — notably the expansion of \((a + 1)^2\) polynomial as well as the Gauss summation formula. The 9th level builds upon these with an invariant involving a polynomial of degree 3. The 10th level introduces a tricky implicative invariant, that confused even the authors. Finally, the 11th level continues with non-linear invariants, in case players made it thus far.

4.3.2 Quantitative Observations

Non-expert players completed between 1 an 5 levels (3 levels completed on average) during our experiments. Expert players completed between 5 and 11 levels (8 levels completed on average). Player’s completion times per level can be found in Table 4.4. All expert players completed more levels than any of our non-expert players. Furthermore, for the levels completed by both Experts and Non-Experts (levels 1 through 5), experts are on average 3.7 times faster than non-experts. As expected the Expert players’ knowledge allows them to recognize the underlying problem encoded in each game level and solve each task faster than a Non-Expert. Another
indication of their understanding is the language they used while talking about the game. While throughout the tutorial the authors were careful to stick to the metaphors of ‘cities’ and ‘trucks’ moving throughout, Expert players quickly began referring to trucks as ‘counterexamples’ and to certain cities as pre- and post-conditions.

Table 4.4. Completed level timings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 1</td>
<td>459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 2</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>1113</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 3</td>
<td>684</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>607</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 4</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>816</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 5</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>821</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 6</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>1146</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert Avg</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>983</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>583</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>1179</td>
<td>854</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>705</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Avg</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subjects’ rating of how ‘fun’ and how ‘challenging’ they found the game are reported in Table 4.5. On average players scored their enjoyment of the game as 2.5 on a scale of 1 to 5. There is a significant difference between the reported enjoyment of Non-Experts (1.75 average) and the reported enjoyment of Experts (3.25). Furthermore, our Non-Expert subjects without experience in the STEM field (Non-Expert subjects 1, 2 and 4) report the lowest enjoyment (1 average) across all. This confirms our intuition that our game is not enjoyable by people without experience and interest in mathematics or a related technical field.

While it is encouraging that two of our Non-Expert commented after the game, that they would like to play it again, and one of them even requested to play additional levels after the experiment had finished, the relatively low enjoyment scores indicate that a significant amount
of effort would be required to make the game enjoyable to a wider audience. Furthermore, both a Non-Expert and an Expert player mentioned in their post-game comments that the game needs more visual stimuli to be more fun. Another player commented on the need for more ‘small victories’ to maintain their engagement. These comments further indicate the need for more game elements to increase intrinsic motivation.

Both non-expert players and expert players rated the game’s difficulty as 4.6 on average, on a scale of 1-5. This indicates that all found it to be fairly difficult. This observation correlates with explicit comments made by players in the post interview (e.g. ”It was a challenging game”, ”steep learning curve”) as well as informal indications of the high cognitive load on players discussed in Section 4.3.3 (e.g. requests for paper scratch space).

Table 4.5. Player enjoyment and perceived difficulty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Like</th>
<th>Challenging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 4.6 we present statistics on the expressions that players attempted to enter. Candidate expressions can be broken down into 4 categories depending on the possible outcomes for each expression (the 4 categories correspond to columns 36 in in Table 4.6):

1. **Green Rows Prevented (GRP)**. The candidate expression is prevented by the green rows - i.e. it is refuted by example traces
2. **Pre-Ctrex.** The candidate expression results in a counterexample to the precondition VC. In game terms — an orb traveling from the topmost source icon to the loop header is generated.

3. **Ind-Ctrex.** The candidate expression results in a counterexample to the inductiveness VC. In game terms — an orb traveling along the loop back edge is generated.

4. **Sound.** The candidate expression is sound, and is conjoined to the current invariant. If the invariant is strong enough to imply the postcondition the level is won, otherwise a counterexample to the post-condition VC is shown (in game terms — an orb traveling to the final sink is shown).

During our study subjects attempted 350 candidate invariants across all levels. Almost 50% of attempted candidate invariants were sound. Roughly 23% were prevented by green rows, 10% were overfitted resulting in a precondition counterexample and the remaining 17% resulted in an inductive counterexample.

We can compare side-by-side the breakdown of candidate expressions between experts and non-experts in Figure 4.7. A larger percentage of expert written invariants (55.6%) were sound compared to non-experts (35.5%). This matches our expectation that experts should perform better at our game. The increase of the share of sound expression for experts compared to non-experts comes at the expense of invariants prevented by green rows or precondition counterexample. Expert player expressions were prevented by green rows in 19.8% of cases compared to 32.7% of cases for non-expert players, and resulted in precondition counterexamples in only 7.4% of cases when compared to the 17.8% of cases for non-expert players.

### 4.3.3 Qualitative Observations

During our experiments participants were asked to think out loud. At the end of each trial they were also asked to provide feedback on things they liked about the game, did not like, and things they found confusing (more details on their responses can be found in Table A.2 in
Table 4.6. Attempted invariants breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>Total Inv Tried</th>
<th>GRP</th>
<th>Pre-Ctrex</th>
<th>Ind-Ctrex</th>
<th>Sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert Total</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert Ave</td>
<td>17.833</td>
<td>5.833</td>
<td>3.167</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Total</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Ave</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Total</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Ave</td>
<td>29.167</td>
<td>6.917</td>
<td>3.083</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>14.417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix A.2). From the above two sources we synthesize the more common issues players faced when interacting with the game.

Steep learning curve/complex tutorial

Four out of the 12 participants noted in their feedback that the game had too steep a learning curve, or that the tutorial was too complex. Additionally, in 3 out of the 12 players we noticed they forgot simple concepts from the tutorial, in the first 2-3 levels immediately following. For example, we noted players forgetting that they have to click on the icons to uncover more information, or asking about what the green row’s purpose was less than 5 minutes after they had been told. Finally, one of our non-expert players mentioned they were intimidated by the number of operators available to them from the start. They wished the tutorial and initial levels would start with a more restricted set of operators, to give them time to get used to them.

These observations indicate that there is too much material being packed in the relatively
short (~15 minutes) verbal tutorial. These observations indicate that great care should be taken in designing the official game tutorial with a gentler pace of learning in mind. One potential technique for achieving this would be designing the tutorial with interspersed mini-games, that gradually introduce parts of the entire game, and allow people practice time to learn each concept individually.

Lack of historical context

Four out of the 12 participants noted during gameplay and in the followup questions that they lost their train of thought, or wished they could see their previously attempted ‘bad’ expressions. We observed one player using already discovered sound invariants as a form of an ‘undo’ button to remove the counterexample associated with the currently attempted invariant. These observations suggest that players would benefit from seeing their unsuccessful attempts as well as the accepted sound invariants.

Invariant Dependencies

In 9 out of the 12 user trials we observed players entering a correct invariant, and the game rejecting it because a necessary companion invariant was missing. For example, in Level 3, the required correct invariant is $\text{sum} \geq 0$ $\&\&$ $i \geq 0$. Many players entered $\text{sum} > 0$ which was rejected, as our backend could not establish its inductiveness without the other conjunct $i \geq 0$. 

Figure 4.7. Candidate expressions breakdown
This behavior was observed both across expert and non-expert players. Upon entering the other
conjunct \( i \geq 0 \) expert players were especially surprised that the level was not solved, and some
had not even noticed that \( \text{sum} \geq 0 \) was rejected, and wondered where it had gone. Two expert
players explicitly called out this behavior as confusing in their followup comments.

One idea to improve this scenario is to display the rejected expressions as suggested
in the previous section, but also retry all rejected expressions that have not been categorically
rejected by the backend (i.e. expressions not found to be overfitted) with every new expression
attempted by the user. In this mode, from the user’s perspective, it will be sometimes possible
for an expression from the ‘rejected’ category, to sometimes magically move to the accepted
category at a later point, thanks to some newly entered expressions.

**Guidance from the Game**

Several observations indicate that the game does not do enough to guide users to the
correct solution. One of our non-experts explicitly noted that the game needs to provide more
guidance, while one of our experts noted that it’s too easy for ”their flow to be broken” and that
the game needs to provide more ‘hand-holding animations’.

Since our goal is to eventually discover solutions that are not known a priori its not
possible to guide users perfectly, however players encountered several cases that could be
handled better.

**Constant/Variable substitution.** In 4 of the 12 cases we observed players entering the
correct invariant modulo overfitted constants substituted for a variable. This scenario is usually
observed when the green rows are overfitted and don’t showcase a variable taking on different
values. For example in Level 4 one of the expected invariants is \( x+y=n \), however the traces
for that level only show values for \( n=4 \). The overfitted trace frequently misled players into
entering \( x+y=4 \) instead of the sound \( x+y=n \). One way to deal with this problem would be to
utilize fuzzing to attempt to diversify traces and showcase differing values of \( n \) where possible.
Another approach is to identify cases where players are shown only a single value for a variable,
and under the hood also try any expressions involving the value with the variable substituted instead. Note that the same issue was observed in the original INVGAME experiments, and the same ideas apply there as well.

**Expression Evaluation.** In 3 of the 12 cases we observed a player confused as to which of the multiple conjuncts of their candidate expression was being violated. We also observed that one of our players was confused by why a given counterexample moved in a particular direction through a branch. Both of these problem cases are caused by the game forcing players to substitute concrete values from a counterexample in symbolic expressions and evaluate those expressions in their head. A better game design would do the substitution and evaluation visually thus simplifying the player’s work.

In the case of branch expressions, the game can be extended to highlight the variables in the counterexample that are involved in the computations of the current branch expression, and furthermore the partially evaluated branch expression can be shown. For example, for a counterexample involving $x=5$, $n=6$ and a branch expression $x+1 \leq n$ the partially evaluated $6 \leq 6$ can be shown with appropriate colors indicating whether it is true or false.

Similarly, when a counterexample reaches a sink, the violated conjunct and the participating variables in the counterexample box can all be highlighted appropriately. The partially evaluated conjunct after substitution can also be shown side-by-side to ease player’s cognitive load.

The same idea can also be applied to counterexamples passing through transformer icons, with modified variables highlighted.

**Precondition propagation.** In 3 of the 12 cases, a player was confused whether expressions shown in the topmost sink of (corresponding to loop preconditions) apply automatically to the source/sink pair corresponding to the loop header invariant. One of our experts explicitly propagated those for several levels, even though they were not necessary for the solutions. As preconditions often involve conjuncts with variables that remain constant throughout the body of the loop, it is a simple task to extend the game to propagate these conjuncts to the loop header.
Miscellaneous

Finally, we observed several less common or less severe issues. In 3 of the 12 cases we noted players wishing for scratch space to work out a level. While some proposed improvements in previous paragraphs (especially more in-game expression evaluation) will reduce the player’s cognitive load, and thus the need for scratch space, adding annotation capabilities is an interesting research direction, especially when combined with multiplayer modes.

Six of our subjects mentioned that the counterexample orb box was overlapping underlying text in confusing ways. Three players were also confused by the lack of labeling on outgoing edges from a branch (which direction corresponds to True and which to False). Another 3 subjects indicated that the game needs more visual appeal to foster player’s enjoyment. This feedback indicates that the visual layout and effects of the game needs significant work to improve clarity and enjoyment.

Finally, in 5 of the 12 cases players complained about the metaphors used during the tutorial. One of the Non-Experts and 2 of the Experts found the metaphors to be confusing, while another 2 of the experts found them to be cumbersome and unnecessary. This indicates that more thought needs to be put into more appropriate game metaphors.

Summary

In summary, our experiments indicate that the FLOWGAME interface provides enough information for experts to be effective at verifying single-loop levels. While this is uninteresting as a result, it is an important sanity test, as the alternative — even experts being unable to solve a level, would indicate fundamental issues with the approach.

In terms of player effectiveness and enjoyment we see a clear trend with more exposure to programming being associated with better enjoyment and effectiveness. Non-experts with non-STEM experience reported the lowest enjoyment scores (1 on average) and solved the fewest levels (less than 3). Non-experts with STEM experience (outside computer science) solved more levels (up to the 5-th level) and reported higher enjoyment scores (2.5 on average) also
corroborated by qualitative observations. Finally, experts solved all levels and reported the highest enjoyment score (3.25 on average). These results suggest that FLOWGAME is appropriate for people with some code literacy and mathematical inclination. As a result, we believe students in the STEM fields, and computer science undergraduate students would make a good target audience for FLOWGAME.

While some non-experts with experience in the STEM fields indicated they are enjoying the game, on average the low enjoyment score and user frustrations indicate the game is still a long way from being an enjoyable experience. Direct user feedback indicates that users find the game too complex and confusing. User feedback also hints that this is in part due to the lack of a good tutorial with a gradual learning curve. Additionally, our experiments suggest other improvements that would lower the cognitive load such as more historical context, and more visual assistance in evaluating expressions.

4.3.4 Threats to Validity

In our experiments looking we sought larger design issues with our game. There are several aspects of our experimental setup that may adversely affect our observations on which issues are the most pertinent. We present those below, along with notes on how to alleviate them in our future work.

1. **Small user sample size.** Due to the small number of subjects (n=12) it is possible that some issues were not observed, or the perceived severity of some issues is skewed by chance.

2. **User sample bias.** While we attempted to include both experts and non-experts in our study, there are still some biases in our demographics that may skew our results. For example most of our subjects are either pursuing a graduate degree, or involved in some form of research. On the other hand, since the target audience of our game is likely to be people with interest in STEM fields this particular bias may not be as crucial. It would
still be beneficial to perform a larger study with a wider demographics.

3. **Informal Verbal Tutorial.** While every attempt was made to maintain the same metaphors and same example expressions throughout the tutorial, it was still an informal effort. Variations in tutorial speed, body language, tutor energy levels do impact subjects perception. Furthermore, depending on how comfortable subjects felt asking questions, some may have gotten a better understanding. To control for these effects a formal online tutorial needs to be developed.

4. **Questions during gameplay.** Due to the absence of a formal tutorial and the early stage of the game subjects were allowed to ask questions throughout the experiment. Depending on how comfortable a subject felt asking questions, a subject may have gotten more information compared to others, and thus had performed better. In the presence of a polished formal tutorial, questions during gameplay can be disallowed.

5. **Hints.** Throughout the tutorial 31 total hints were given to players. Hints may impact perceived player enjoyment (one Non-Expert mentioned in their feedback that they enjoyed receiving hints) and may mask design problems. To control for this, experiments without hints need to be performed. As a large percentage of our hints also indicate design issues in the game, we report them here.

   Every effort was made to give hints that only point players at parts of the interface, rather than suggesting particular variables, operators or expressions. 21 of the 31 hints were focused on the tutorial or game UI/UX rather than suggesting concrete expressions to try. We consider these hints to be substitutes to missing game features. We summarize the breakdown of those 21 hints in Table 4.7. For completeness the remaining 10 hints that directly suggest expressions are listed in Table A.3 in Appendix A.2.

   The first hint in Table 4.7 refers to cases where we asked a player to step through a given counterexample, and explained to them why the values change in a given way and why the
counterexample violates a given conjunct. We believe that the need for such hints would be reduced by adding visual evaluation of expressions and highlighting of violated conjuncts as described in Section 4.3.3. The second hint refers to just asking people to step through a counterexample without a verbal explanation. We believe the need for this hint will be reduced by visual evaluation and by automatically stepping through a counterexample upon its first appearance (this was explicitly requested by one of our expert players in their comments). In 5 of the cases where hints were needed, simply asking the player to look at the green rows was enough for them to see a pattern. The need for such hints can be reduced through visual hints highlighting of the green rows after a certain number of tries, and by more emphasis on the green rows during the tutorial. Finally, the last 3 types of hints (covering in total 5 of the hint instances) can all be handled transparently to the user in the backend.

Table 4.7. UI/UX hints breakdown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hint</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Missing Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verbally Step through Counterexample</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expression evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompt User to Step Through Counterexample</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expression evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look at Green Rows</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Visual Hint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeat Part of Tutorial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Better tutorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Green Rows as Calculator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Better tutorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-write without division</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Re-write in backend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-try an earlier expression</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Automatic Re-try</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a variable instead of a constant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fix-up in backend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5
Related Work

While automated loop invariant inference is a very difficult problem there has been a rich body of research on this topic, due to its importance. We describe some of the work on automated invariant inference in Section 5.1. Next in Section 5.2 we discuss some more closely related work on applying Gamification to Software Verification, inspired by the success of Gamification and Crowdsourcing in other complex domains such as protein folding. Finally in Section 5.3 we discuss recent efforts on the use of Machine Learning techniques for invariant inference. While Machine Learning approaches to invariant inference can also be seen as an instance of automated inference, we discuss them separately due to the close ties they have with gamification work.

5.1 Automated Invariant Inference

The field of automatic invariant inference has a rich history of research, of which we attempt here to summarize at least the main directions.

One of the primary techniques used for invariant inference has been Abstract Interpretation [24, 73, 23, 78, 56]. Work in this domain tends to restrict the shape of invariants with the choice of abstract domain. For example, the polyhedral [24, 73] and octagon [78] domains fix invariants to be a conjunction of linear inequalities. Predicate abstraction work [43, ?, 36, 34, 58] takes as its abstract domain a finite set of atomic predicates over program variables and thus
restricts invariants to be a boolean combination of the atomic predicates from the input set. Some works in this group such as Houdini [34] and Liquid Fixpoint [58] infer only conjunctions over atomic predicates, while others such as C2Bp [8] infer boolean formula involving both disjunction and conjunctions over predicates from the input sets. Both Houdini and Liquid Fixpoint instantiate the predicates from a set of expert driven templates. Unlike Houdini, Liquid Fixpoint also mines the program source for additional predicates.

Counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [50, 9] approaches build upon predicate abstraction by allowing a lazy refinement of the set of atomic predicates, deriving new predicates from counterexample traces. Techniques using Craig-interpolation [77, 49, 76] further improve upon CEGAR inference by extracting a smaller set of locally-relevant atomic predicates from counterexample traces.

Another line of automated inference work [21, 45, 48] translates the verification conditions for invariant soundness and program correctness into non-linear constraints over program variables, that are passed on to a separate constraint solver. Thanks to the precise encoding, any solution to the systems of constraints is a sound invariant by construction. All 3 techniques are restricted to only inferring linear inequalities.

Work by Dilig et al. [31] used logical abduction for invariant inference. Their technique was limited to boolean combinations of inequalities from Presburger arithmetic as their technique relies on the underlying theory admitting quantifier elimination.

Daikon [32] and DDEC [95] both perform black-box invariant inference using runtime traces. Daikon instantiates statistically likely invariants from a limited set of templates, using logical implication to suppress redundant candidate invariants. DDEC infers linear equalities over liver variables by solving systems of linear equations built from runtime traces, using standard null-space computation.

In summary, traditional automated invariant inference work has made great strides in inferring invariants from various domains, but tends to be limited in the shape of invariants it infers either by the choice of abstract domain, or set of invariant templates used.
5.2 Gamification of Software Verification

Inspired by the success of projects such as Foldit [22] several lines of work have tried to apply gamification to the problem of Software Verification. One of the main differences between our work and these verification games is the extent of the empirical evaluation: we evaluate our system on a well-known set of benchmarks, showing that our system can outperform state-of-the-art automated tools. We can split existing work on gamification for Software Verification into games that expose math as part of the game play and those that conceal it.

**Games that expose math.** The closest approach to ours is Xylem [72, 70], a game where players are botanists trying to identify patterns in the numbers of growing plants. Like INVGAME, Xylem relies on players finding candidate invariants from run-time data. However, due to its focus on casual gaming, Xylem explores a different point in the design space than ours. Xylem is a touch-based game that uses a graphics-rich UI with many on-screen abstractions, including plants, flowers, and petals. Since these abstractions use space, Xylem is limited in the amount of data it can show onscreen, which in turn might hinder the ability of players to see patterns. For example, Xylem players can only see 2 data rows at a time, having to scroll to see other rows. In contrast, INVGAME tries to increase the ability of humans to spot patterns by: (1) showing the data matrix all at once (2) re-ordering columns. Xylem also restricts some aspects of predicate building, such as not allowing arbitrary numeric constants. In contrast, INVGAME has an unrestricted way for players to enter predicates, and provides immediate feedback on which rows are true/false, for quick refinement. Finally, although Xylem was played by many users, there is no systematic evaluation on a known benchmark set, or comparison to state-of-the-art tools.

Monster Proof [26] is another verification game that exposes math symbols to the player. However, Monster Proof is much closer in concept to a proof assistant [102, 2, 3], where the user is constructing a detailed proof using rules to manipulate expressions. In contrast, INVGAME uses humans to recognize candidate invariants, and automated solvers to perform
much of the manipulations done by players in Monster Proof. To the extent of our knowledge, there is no published evaluation of Monster Proof.

**Games that conceal math.** There are several verification games part of the VeriGames project [26] that conceal underlying mathematical concepts, including Binary Fission [33], Circuit Bot-/Dynamkr [26], Pipe-Jam/Flow-Jam/Paradox [28, 26], StormBound [26] and Ghost Space/Hyper Space [112, 26].

In Binary Fission [33], players build preconditions by composing primitive predicates generated by Daikon. The user is never exposed to the predicates and instead builds a decision tree out of black-box filters, attempting to sort opaque positive and negative examples from runtime values. In our own work on INVGAME we evaluate on benchmarks involving predicates that Daikon cannot infer, which makes them difficult to solve by Binary Fission. Binary Fission was also evaluated only on loop-free programs, whereas in our own work the goal is to verify loops, which are one of the biggest challenges in program verification. The authors in [33] ask users to find preconditions for 7 functions in a piece of avionics software, and note that out of the 398 clauses collected by users 16 (4%) are sound preconditions. Furthermore for all 7 functions the preconditions synthesized from players were overfitted - i.e. they omitted valid function inputs. An interesting part of Binary Fission’s design is the emphasis on the players sense of community, fostered through online chat and community events.

In Circuit Bot [26] and Dynamkr [26] players help refine pointer analysis, by adding edges to a constraint graph inferred by a points-to analysis. In both game the underlying mathematical and programming structures are obscured by the intermediate presentation of graphs and the metaphor of ‘energy’ associated with parts of the graph. While in Circuit Bot players interact at a fine-grained level with the graph, by adding individual edges, in the follow-up game Dynamkr player instead guide an autosolver by choosing different heuristics, and thus work on much larger graph instances. To the extent of our knowledge, we have not found a published evaluation of what levels players were able to solve, or how well they compare to the automated state of the art.
FlowJam [26] and Pradox [26] is a pair of constraint solving games asking players to solve instances of MaxSAT problems encoding verification problems. While in the earlier FlowJam game players were tasked with individually toggling variable assignments, in Paradox players are guiding general solving strategies such as DPLL [38] and GSat [88] over very large SAT instances. The authors remark on the difficulty of making levels derived from real code ‘fun’, and report on one experiment on a piece of code from Hadoop, showing that developer effort for verification starting from a version of the code annotated from gameplay is significantly reduced compared to the unannotated version. A related earlier effort - FunSat [27] also aims to leverage human intelligence and specifically visual and spacial recognition, to solve SAT instances, by representing clauses as visual shapes. To the extent of our knowledge of the literature, we have not found an evaluation of FunSAT’s performance.

PipeJam[29], is another game in which players solve constraints by working over a graph-like map. In PipeJam players are presented with a network of pipes and a set of balls of 2 different widths, and given control over the widths of some pipes/balls. Constraints in PipeJam are derived from type flows in the program, and the widths correspond to security properties encoded in the type system. In PipeJam the underlying program structure and math are again hidden from the player. An interesting aspect of PipeJam is the encoding of inter-procedural information in the shape of inter-level dependencies, which further motivates a ‘world’ map of all levels corresponding to the underlying program’s call-graph.

In Ghost Map [26] and Hyper Space [26] players manipulate an abstracted control-flow graph to perform counterexample-guided abstraction refinement under the hood. In these games underlying program state, instructions and verification mathematics are again hidden from the player. The authors note that the time needed for the underlying solver to provide feedback became a problem in Ghost Map’s gameplay and required adding more gameplay features in Hyper Space.

Finally Bjorner et al. [15] propose to crowdsource solving Constrained Horn Clause, by allowing the crowd to perform logical abductions. In their tool users were presented with
raw Horn clauses, without any counterexamples or runtime traces. They authors recruited 58 participants from colleagues and friends, of which 21 submitted solutions and 2 solved the majority of benchmarks at a rate that suggest that the 2 top users had built automation to use other solvers. While strictly speaking not a gamification approach, this work is an interesting exploration of crowdsourcing for verification, especially in using humans to augment automated logical solvers.

5.3 Machine Learning Invariant Generation

Another closely related line of work uses machine learning for invariant generation. A large body of work [19, 62, 65, 94, 92, 93] has focused on inferring decision trees over primitive predicates, using positive and negative example program states obtained from an underlying solver. Garg et al. [40] argue that invariant learning approaches based on only positive and negative examples are incomplete since in the domain of inductive invariants the mechanized teacher (in this case the underlying solver) sometimes returns inductive counterexamples consisting of a pair of states, for which it is not known a priori whether they should be permitted or omitted. In such cases, the teacher cannot provide correct feedback to the learner, and thus the learning process get stuck.

Garg et al. [41] later propose decision tree learning work that accounts for inductive counterexamples. Learning from inductive counterexamples is also leveraged for inferring invariants over linear data structures [39], and was used in a general framework for automatically instantiating invariant inference procedures from invariant checking procedures [90]. The insight that inductive counterexamples make invariant inference a different learning domain compared to traditional machine learning is something that we also encountered during the design of our first game as mentioned in Section 6.1.4 and informed parts of the design of our second game as discussed in Section .

Finally while most works described so far inferred decision trees over expressions
involving fixed features, such as linear invariants over variables in scope, recent work by Padhi et al. [83] extends this work by attempting to also learn the predicate features through counterexample guided synthesis.

We believe crowdsourced gamification and machine learning based approaches are complimentary lines of research, as data gathered from the best players in a crowdsourced setting would be a useful training set for machine learning approaches. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 6.3, we believe machine learning approaches along with other traditional automated inference can play an important role in scaling human effort in future games.
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Chapter 6

Future directions

We identify several interesting avenues for future work both in the setting of InvGAME (Section 6.1) and FlowGAME (Section 6.2). Some avenues for work are cross-cutting — for example multiplayer gameplay has interesting applications in both InvGAME and FlowGAME. We discuss such cross-cutting directions separately for each game.

6.1 InvGAME

There are several research challenges to scaling InvGAME to larger pieces of software.

6.1.1 Arrays and the Heap

Our current version of InvGAME handles only arithmetic invariants. In the future we plan to investigate ways of incorporating arrays and the heap, for example simple numerical arrays, multi-dimensional arrays, linked-lists, and object-oriented structures. Doing so entails two challenges: (1) how to display these structures (2) how to enable players to express predicates over these structures.

For displaying, we can take inspiration from systems like Python tutor [46] which visualize the memory state of programs in various languages, mostly for educational purposes. Another source for inspiration is work done in the verification oriented game Xylem [71] on displaying one dimensional numerical arrays. Compared to those settings however, InvGAME requires a much denser visual representation. Python tutor needs to display only one state of a data structure
at a time and Xylem displays at most 2 different states of a data structure. In InvGAME however, we would need to display many more different data structure states on screen, given the higher number of rows. It is a significant research challenge to find a representation that is dense enough so that humans can see patterns. If the entire heap is not viewable, some hierarchical representation might be needed that unfolds interactively.

Another approach here is to only show the relevant parts of a data structure or array. One potential marker for relevance is whether the part of the data structure was modified or read during the current evaluation.

For expressing candidate predicates over these more complex structures, we would also need to enrich the language of predicates. For example, to express that all elements of an array are zero, or that array is sorted, one would need universal quantification. In order to express properties on disjoints parts of the heap, one might need operations from separation logic [84].

It is an open question whether exposing these complex predicates to the user would be too confusing. Since separation logic involves a spacial component (splitting heaps into disjoint rejoin), it may be the case that extensive use of shapes, colors and visual metaphors may leverage the power of the human visual cortex to lower the cognitive load associated with reasoning about separating conjunctions. Another approach would be to attempt to hide separation logic entirely and use heuristics within the backend solver to split the heap.

### 6.1.2 Handling Implication Invariants

Some benchmarks require verification invariants involving implications of the form \( A \Rightarrow B \). One promising approach for adding such invariants to InvGAME involves splitter predicates [91]: if we can guess \( A \), then the level along with its data can be split into two sub-levels, one for \( A \) and one for \( \neg A \). Although guessing a correct \( A \) is challenging, we found in 38 out of 39 cases that \( A \) appears in the program text (usually in a branch), suggesting that there are promising syntactic heuristics for finding \( A \).

We explored splitting our traces based on these predicates, asking players to solve the two
separate levels, and finally combining the results from the two levels in our backend using the precedent inferred from the program text. Early experiments suggest that InVGAME players are effective at solving implicative benchmarks split using syntactically inferred predicates. However, we also find that this approach is not actually leveraging the full potential of non-experts intellect. We also noted that adding the same syntactic pre-pass on top of Daikon also greatly expanded Daikon’s solving ability. In an experiment using splitter predicates and Daikon as an invariant oracle instead of InVGAME, on a subset of 33 benchmarks involving implications, we found that Daikon is sufficient 75% of the time. Thus while syntactically inferred splitter predicates are a promising idea for handle implications when inferring invariants from runtime traces, it is not necessarily an idea that enables human players to use their full potential compared to automated tools.

Another related idea we did not have a chance to explore, would be to provide precedent candidates as suggestions to the player. Deciding when to display such suggestions (always? after a number of failed invariants?) is an open problem. Deciding how to display these suggestions is also an interesting problem — we could directly suggest an implication in the text box, or offer players a ‘cutting’ tool that lets them split the green rows in multiple groups and solve each as a sub-level. In essence the latter approach would allow a player’s to pick a cut they think is promising (i.e. to select a splitter predicate), rather than InVGAME picking splitter predicate for players based on our own heuristics.

6.1.3 Trace Generation

Scaling InVGAME beyond limited benchmarks requires an automated way of generating run-time traces for new programs. Generating traces with good coverage requires suitable test inputs, which is an active research area [7]. While it is audacious to think we would be able to generate traces with good coverage for any program, we believe that for many programs we can leverage techniques such as random testing [20] and symbolic execution based testing [89, 18, 42] to get good coverage.
Another challenge beyond coverage in our domain is the quality of the obtained traces. Observations during the design phase suggest that people perform better when faced with traces that contain smaller, preferably non-negative numbers. Dealing with such numbers seems to lower the cognitive burden in finding patterns. Symbolic testing techniques can be adapted to produce higher quality traces by adding additional constraints for size and sign on the runtime traces, that can be iteratively relaxed. Similarly, for fuzz based trace generation, the prior distribution for test inputs can be (to some extent) biased towards human-friendly values. For example in our own fuzz tracing we biased our input values to positive numbers less than 10, which was sufficient to produce simple traces for our own evaluation.

Finally, as discussed in Section 6.2.4 the FLOWGAME visual layout allows alternative game modes aimed at discovering test inputs that achieve coverage, or even a particular logical goal (e.g. satisfy a given expression after the loop).

### 6.1.4 Exposing Verification Counterexamples

The goal of the INVGAME currently is not precisely aligned with the verification goal as discussed in section 3.5. One approach for bridging this gap is by exposing verification counterexamples in the INVGAME UI. As discussed in chapter 2 there are 3 VC that an invariant needs to satisfy. In the context of INVGAME, counterexamples to the 3 VC can be translated to 3 different kinds of ‘rows’.

Violations of the I-ENTRY VC arise when the candidate invariant is overfitted, and represent possible variable assignments at the loop header. As a result, these can be shown in the game UI as additional green rows, that the player must satisfy.

Violation of the I-IMPLIES VC arise when the candidate invariant is not strong enough, and represent variable assignments that should not be possible at the loop header, as they would lead to a program crash. Assuming that the program is correct, the player should be able to find an invariant that excludes those. One approach to representing those in the INVGAME setting would be as ‘red rows’ — i.e. rows that at least one of the candidate invariants must make
false (e.g. see row (C) in Figure 6.1). Note that the different behavior of green rows (all invariants must make them same color) vs red rows (at least one invariant must make them one color) may be confusing, and require additional teaching in the tutorial, or other hint mechanisms.

Finally, violations of the I-Preserve VC arise when the candidate invariant is not inductive. Counterexamples to this VC are particularly challenging, as they correspond to not one, but two rows — the variable assignment at the start of the loop that satisfies the invariant, and the variable assignment at the end of the loop iteration that violates it. Furthermore, we have no way a priori of knowing whether the first row is an inadmissible variable assignment (red row), or both rows are admissible assignments (both green rows). Garg et al. [40] observed a similar challenge when trying to apply traditional ML techniques to learn loop invariants using the solver as an oracle.

We attempted to model these in early mock-ups as shown in Figure 6.1. In Figure 6.1 we show the state of the game after the invariant \( n=16 \) was just accepted (labeled (A)). This invariant resulted in both a precondition and postcondition counterexamples. The precondition counterexample resulted in the new green row (labeled (B)), which future invariants must satisfy. That row makes it clear that \( n \) is not fixed to be a constant. The postcondition counterexample resulted in the new red row (C), which shows an invalid program state that the invariant \( n=16 \) does not prevent.

To handle inductive counterexamples we also extended the game to show two rows, with an attached ”switch” allowing players to choose which row coloring to solve for in these rows. In this gameplay mode, depending on the direction of the switch a player would either have to make both rows green, or just solve for the first row being red.

In our experiments, we found that even when limited to just the pre- and post- condition counterexamples the game quickly got confusing. For example the positive example (B) in Figure 6.1 shows the case where \( n=1 \). While this is a valid counterexample, a singular green row does not convey any new intuition about the pattern that is sought. Even experts were confused, and sought to use disjunction to handle singular green rows separately. One possible
direction is to provide several green rows as a positive counterexample, corresponding to feasible consecutive loop iterations. This approach re-enforces existing patterns for players (through the several consecutive rows) while still rejecting the current overfitted invariant.

Furthermore, we observed that red rows are not as useful early on to a player. At the start of the game most players wanted to build up a set of expressions covering the patterns that they see. With postcondition counterexample, every expression players entered early on added a new red row that distracted them from the task of seeing patterns, and provided negative feedback. In future work we believe postcondition counterexamples should be provided only after a user has built up some invariants, and care should be taken to limit the number of red rows presented.

**Figure 6.1.** INVGAME prototype with counterexample red and green rows

Finally, the idea of giving people the option to choose how to solve an inductive counterexample using switches proved to be even more confusing to (expert) players and as such was not evaluated further. Making an informed decision whether an inductive counterexample pair is unfeasible or should be rejected, seems difficult without more knowledge of the underlying program.

### 6.1.5 Multiplayer

Jha [54] explored a multiplayer player version of INVGAME involving two players solving the same level in real time. Figure 6.2 shows the screen as seen by one of the players.
In this game mode, each player sees in real time the invariants discovered by their opponent. Furthermore, if a player A discovers an invariant $I_1$ that is strictly stronger (i.e. implies) an invariant $I_2$ previously discovered by player B, then player A receives a bonus. Additionally, players are shown a leader board for each level. In their experiments Jha found that players enjoyed the multiplayer version more than the single player version.

While this result is encouraging, biasing users to always seek the strongest expressions does not always result in sound invariants. One future refinement of this gameplay we would like to explore is to only broadcast the sound expressions found by users. This refinement would benefit the player base in two ways: (1) prevent individual players from being blocked from entering a correct invariant due to an overfitted expression broadcast by another player and (2) since only sound invariants are being broadcast, players will only learn beneficial patterns from their peers. This extension relies on the backend’s ability to perform predicate abstraction on-line, and therefore may not always be able to provide real-time feedback to players.

Such multiplayer modality can also be combined with positive and negative counterexamples. For example after several players have competed on a level, and can not discover any new
invariants, a new set of positive and negative counterexamples can be shown to them, visualized in the game world as the next *round* of the level. Upon the new counterexamples being shown, any unsound invariants disqualified by the counterexamples are removed, with only the sound invariants from the previous round retained.

### 6.2 **FLOWGAME**

Our experience from our experiments with FLOWGAME suggest several avenues for future work.

#### 6.2.1 Immediate Design Issues

As outlined in the previous Section 4.3.3 our experiments indicate that the game is still confusing for players. User feedback has suggested many potential avenues for managing cognitive load and improving gameplay experience. We believe that the following suggestions are most pertinent to a successful gameplay and follow-up evaluation:

1. **Game tutorial with gradual learning curve.** Since the game requires teaching new players a significant amount of material, trying to fit it all in a single continuous tutorial would not be preferable. In future work we would like to build a tutorial that teaches a single concept at a time (e.g. precondition counterexamples, inductive counterexamples) intertwined with playable mini-levels that reinforce learning and maintain user engagement. As part of this work we plan on exploring better in-game metaphors for the various game elements, in response to user feedback during our experiments.

2. **Evaluation Visualization.** Providing visual evaluation of branching expressions, sink predicates and right-hand side expressions in assignment would greatly reduce the amount of math players need to do in their head to understand the behavior of game elements. Furthermore, adding small enhancement such as highlighting the variables that change values when stepping across an assignment, or the individual failing conjunct in a larger
expression would also help focus player’s attention on the most pertinent information at any point.

3. **Historical Context.** The game should display the list of expressions that were tried but rejected. Upon discovering a new expression, the game should transparently re-try old expression to account for the case were a user tried a correct expression but it was rejected due to another missing expression. It would be an interesting experiment to see if showing the unsuccessful invariants tried by *other* users would be also helpful. Additionally, the game should provide a way to undo the currently attempted invariant, and go to the previous attempt.

4. **Additional user guidance from the game.** The game should identify cases where the green rows involve variables that have the same value (e.g. \( n \) is 7 in all rows) and automatically re-try any expression involving that value with the corresponding variable substituted. (e.g. when the user tries the expression \( x+y=7 \) the game should transparently re-try \( x+y=n \)).

The game needs to also re-write expressions involving divisions by a constant into equivalent expressions involving multiplication. As we observed during our experiments, integer division, even in cases when the division is guaranteed to be reminder free, can cause the underlying SMT solver to time out. For example one of our expert players needed multiple hints to re-write expressions such as \( \text{sum} == i*(i+1)/2 \) into the equivalent form \( 2*\text{sum} == i*(i+1) \). With plan on adding syntactic heuristics for re-writing some common cases of expressions involving division.

Finally, another future direction is to explore more advanced guidance that focuses a player’s attention on particular variables. During our experiments we observed that the best performing experts in the game focused on single variables, or pairs of variables that were the least constrained. For example, an expert confronted with the level seen in Figure 4.1b, first entered the expression \((a+1)*(a+1)==su\). After observing a counterexample, they
verbally reasoned that the counterexample was only possible because of the lack of constraint between a and t. This focused their attention on a and t allowing them to see the missing expression \( t = 2a + 1 \). We believe that some of this expert behavior can be stimulated in non-experts by the game. Specifically we plan on exploring a heuristic hint approach, that computes a ‘constraint’ score for individual variables, and pairs of variables, based on the number of constraints that involve them and the types of those constraints (e.g. equalities vs. inequalities). The game can use the ‘constraint’ score to suggest which variables a user should focus on.

5. **Propagating preconditions.** In 3 of our experiments users observed that some preconditions can be immediately propagated as expressions in the middle source/sink pair, when they involve variables not modified in the program. This propagation can be easily provided by the game automatically based on the result of a standard dataflow analysis.

We believe that addressing the above improvements are necessary before FLOWGAME is ready for a wider evaluation.

### 6.2.2 Complex Data Types and Heaps

Similarly, to InvGAME, heaps and more complex data-types such as records, sets, maps are challenging in the FLOWGAME setting due to the need to present them in a limited visual space. For example, if a counterexample involves an array of any non-trivial length we cannot simply fit it within the current gray counter-example box. Finding succinct representations, or providing flexibility in how much of a complex data structure is displayed is a challenging problem. Furthermore, while handling scalar values requires only a high-school level understanding of algebra, complex data-structures require more specialized knowledge. Finding a good visualization that makes data structures intuitive, and building a tutorial that explains them well is another challenge in this setting.

Similarly, to InvGen we can draw upon the work done by Logas et al. [71] in the
Xylem verification game, where plant roots are used as a visual metaphor for representing one-dimensional numeric arrays. An additional inspiration would be the work done on Python tutor in representing the heap [46]. Similarly, to our planned InvGAME future work, a hierarchical representation of the heap that allows for interactive unfolding would reduce the cognitive load and help a player focus on what is important. One possible approach is to choose what parts of the heap are shown is to only the parts of an array/data structure that are read or modified in a counterexample traces. It remains as future work to evaluate whether this results in a succinct enough representation, while showing enough information for a player to complete a level.

6.2.3 Players as the Solver

Encoding heaps in the underlying solver requires using more complex theories (such as the theory of arrays [96]) which can result in the underlying solver returning unknown or timing out more often. The same problem can also be encountered with simpler logics such as integers or bit-vectors, when more complex non-linear invariants are used. This incompleteness of the underlying solver is likely to become an obstacle as we attempt to scale FlowGAME to real world code.

A promising direction for future work is enabling players to take the role of the Solver in FlowGAME. Specifically we plan on exploring a multiplayer mode of FlowGAME, where players can take the role of the Solver and construct their own counterexamples to other player’s invariants.

In this gameplay our backend solver becomes a ‘first pass’ at verification. If the solver can show a set of invariants sound, they are accepted and made immutable. If however the player times out or returns unknown for some invariants, those are ‘conditionally’ accepted, and marked as open to challenge by other players. At a later time another player can construct a concrete counterexample from any source in the game, to challenge the conditionally accepted invariants. The new counterexample can be validated against the expression associated with the corresponding source directly through substitution and evaluation — there is no need to invoke
the SMT solver. The concrete counterexample is then interpreted through the CFG, hopefully reaching the disputed invariants and disproving them. Incentives such as map control, score, or even extrinsic motivations such as bounties would motivate players to find counterexamples for invariants open to challenge. Note that such gameplay can only disprove candidate invariants, not prove their soundness.

Using players as solvers in a competitive multiplayer setting is a promising research direction, and adds a new dimension to the current FLOWGAME gameplay.

6.2.4 Input Generation in FLOWGAME

Allowing players to craft their own counterexamples in FLOWGAME can also be used to create interesting test inputs. To evaluate this idea, we first need to modify game levels to remove the linked Source/Sink pair that corresponds to loop headers. In the thus modified level, the only Source is the function entry point. In this setting we can ask players to craft concrete counterexamples (corresponding to function arguments) that reach a particular icon. This task corresponds to finding function inputs that reach a particular program point.

Furthermore, by inserting additional game branches and sinks, we can server more interesting queries. For example, with a carefully inserted branch and sink, we can ask a player to find inputs, such that on the n-th iteration of a loop, a particular condition holds.

6.2.5 Moving beyond benchmarks

FLOWGAME has so far only been evaluated on known benchmarks from literature and software verification competitions. Moving to verification ‘in the wild’ holds several challenges. First there is the need to handle more complex data structures, already mentioned in a previous section. Next is the fact that unlike benchmarks, real software lacks function pre and post condition annotations, and often holds multiple nested loops. In FLOWGAME’s setting, this means that the soundness of invariants for a loop may depend on discovering enough invariants for an earlier loop, potentially in a completely different function! What’s worse, as more
invariants are discovered, it is possible that new paths are found to a function, invalidating some of the earlier invariants found for it. In this setting, it is no longer enough to play a level derived from a single loop just once — instead gameplay must support awarding people for discovering sound loops when partial information about the program is available and re-visiting a loop multiple times, as more information is discovered about the program.

One promising approach here is leveraging different multiplayer modes. For example, one possible multiplayer mechanics is a turn-based game, where finding invariants for a given loop establishes a player’s ‘claim’ over that loop. For example if a player A discovers an invariant \( i > 0 \) for a given loop \( L \), but at a later time a player B’s work leads to the verifier discovering a new path to \( L \), along which it is possible that \( i = 0 \) then that new path is presented back to A as a challenge to their claim over the loop \( L \). Player A can resolve this by finding a weaker invariant such as \( i \geq 0 \), and both players are awarded for their work. The ‘map ownership’ dynamic here is inspired by real time and turn-based strategy games.

6.2.6 Teaching Verification

Another interesting avenue for future work is evaluating FLOWGAME’s potential for a teaching aid for verification. We believe that the following properties of FLOWGAME make it suitable for the task:

1. Hoare-style reasoning maps closely to the gameplay

2. Counter-examples are mapped onto source-code

3. Runtime traces can server as optional hints for players

Since the game-play faithfully displays VC-gen failures it can be used as a tool for teaching software verification to CS students. Furthermore, the fact that counterexamples are mapped directly onto program variables, in a fashion similar to reversible debuggers reduces the user’s cognitive load. The ability to place subject in both the shoes of the solver (by allowing
them to craft counterexamples) and of the invariant oracle, allows a teacher to craft exercises both aiming at crafting inductive invariants and understanding why a given expression is not a good invariant.

6.3 Gamification and Machine Learning

As discussed in our related work (Section 5.3) there has been a significant amount of promising results in applying Machine Learning techniques [41, 83, 90] to the domain of loop invariant generation. Combining gamification with machine learning opens up an interesting research direction. At a minimum, player interactions from both INVGAME and FLOWGAME can be a useful sources of training data for machine learning work.

Another idea here is to leverage players intelligence more directly in cases where machine learning approaches get stuck. For example, Garg et al. and Padhi et al.’s work [41, 83] both involve learning decision trees over linear inequalities of features. In Garg et al.’s tool ICE-DT these invariants are the variables in scope, and additional expert provided expressions. In Padhi et al.’s Pie/InvGen tools the features are also learned through a procedure that exhaustively searches the space of expressions for features that split the space of accumulated counterexamples. Both approaches rely on the presence of high quality features for the learning to be successful. One potential direction here is to study whether useful features can be mined from the candidate expressions players find while using INVGAME or FLOWGAME.

Another research idea involves integrating machine learning approaches into the gameplay itself, as an on-screen avatar that assists a player, by suggesting likely expressions when a player gets stuck. This idea is also interesting from the point of game design, as such an avatar can learn from the user’s behavior, and thus become specialized to each player. We believe such a personalized in-game character would improve player’s engagement in the game. Furthermore, an ML-avatar would reduce the player’s effort, as it can instantiate the ‘easy’ invariants, leaving the more interesting and more difficult work for the human.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Software Verification is a promising technique for ensuring software quality that unfortunately requires a large amount of manual expert effort. This need for expert effort is an impediment to scaling Software Verification to larger bodies of code. In this dissertation we argue that Gamification and Crowdsourcing can reduce the need for expert effort by opening up some tasks in Software Verification to the wider public. In support of this thesis we present INVGAME — a numeric puzzle game allowing non-experts to infer candidate loop invariants. Our game collects candidate invariants from multiple users, and using predicate abstraction distills a sound loop invariant from the crowd’s gameplay. We further evaluate INVGAME in Section 4.3 on standard benchmarks, and compare with state-of-the-art loop invariant inference tools. In our evaluation we observe that INVGAME enables non-expert players to perform on-par with state-of-the-art tools, while enjoying their experience.

We identify three limitations of INVGAME — namely (1) lack of syntactic information about the underlying program and (2) lack of feedback from the solver on why candidate invariants are insufficient and (3) misalignment of game goal and verification goal. In Chapter 4 we present the design and early experience with the follow-up game FLOWGAME, that aims to address these limitations by exposing program structure and solver counterexamples. In FLOWGAME players are exposed to the full verification problem and perform a form of Hoare-style logical reasoning. Our experiments indicate that while the game is accessible and enjoyable
to some non-experts with interest in STEM, and provides enough information for experts to be highly effective at solving, it still incurs a high cognitive load on players. Feedback from our players point to several directions to improve FLOWGAME including (1) visual evaluation of expressions, (2) a gradual tutorial intermixed with gameplay and (3) more contextual information for users (e.g. rejected expressions).

We conclude by outlining several directions for future work. First, in both games one of the major obstacles to handling real-world applications is the lack of an in-game representation of arrays and complex data-structures. Such visualizations are non-trivial due to the need to find simple visual metaphors and identify the minimum parts of the data-structure needed by users, to avoid clutter.

A second research direction is leveraging multiplayer modes in both games. Beyond simply increasing player engagement multiplayer gameplay has the potential to serve the underlying verification needs. Exposing sound expression discovered by peers in INVGAME is a promising approach to focus user attention and prevent redundant work. Allowing users to challenge candidate invariants too complex for a solver to discharge is a promising idea in FLOWGAME to overcome incompleteness in the underlying SMT solver.

Finally, we discuss potential applications of the FLOWGAME interface beyond gamified verification. Alternative modes where players construct concrete counterexamples instead of expressions provide a platform to explore gamified test input generation. FLOWGAME itself can also serve as a platform for teaching verification to students.

In conclusion, we hope that the artifacts evaluated in this dissertation, and our evaluation, showing non-experts’ ability to perform on-par with state of the art automated tools serve as motivation for future work on Gamification in the domain of Software Verification.
Appendix A

FLOWGAME User Study Data

A.1 Sound Invariants

In Table A.1 we present the sound invariants found for each level, by each of our subjects during our experiments. The sound invariants are mostly the solutions expected by the authors, with 2 notable exceptions.

1. On level 5 Expert 2 used the implicative invariant \( j >= x == x >= j \) in place of the more commonly found \( j <= x \).

2. On level 6 Expert 6 used the equivalent expression \((t + 1) \ast (t + 1) == su \ast 4\) in place of the more commonly found \((a + 1) \ast (a + 1) == su\).

These two instances are similar to two cases in the original INVGAME evaluation of players finding original solutions that surprised even the authors. This creativity exemplifies the power of diversity of human cognition.

Table A.1. FLOWGAME User Study Sound Invariants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Invariants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Non-Expert 1</td>
<td>( x &lt; 101, x &gt;= 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Non-Expert 2</td>
<td>( x &gt;= 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Non-Expert 3</td>
<td>( x &lt;= 100 &amp;&amp; x &gt;= 0, x &lt;= 100 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x \geq 0 &amp; &amp; x \leq 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x + 1024 \geq y - 1025, y \geq x, y + 1 \geq x - 1, x = y, y + 1 \geq x, x + 1 \geq y - 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>( n \geq 0 ) &amp;&amp; ( \text{sum} \geq 0 ) &amp;&amp; ( i \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>( i \leq n ) &amp;&amp; ( \text{sum} \geq 0 ) &amp;&amp; ( i \geq n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>( \text{sum} \geq 0 ), ( i \leq n ), ( i \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>( i \leq n ), ( \text{sum} \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>( n \geq 0 ), ( i \geq 0 ), ( \text{sum} \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>( i \leq n ), ( \text{sum} \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Non-Expert 5</td>
<td>( y \geq 0 ) &amp;&amp; ( x+y \geq n ), ( y \geq 0 ), ( x \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Non-Expert 6</td>
<td>( x+y \geq n ), ( n \geq 0 ) &amp;&amp; ( x \geq 0 ), ( y \geq 0 ), ( n \geq x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>( y \geq 0 ), ( n-x \geq y ), ( n \geq 0 ), ( y \geq 0 ), ( n \geq x ), ( x \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>( x \geq 0 ), ( n-x \geq y ), ( n \geq 0 ), ( x+y \geq n ), ( n \geq 0 ), ( x \geq 0 ), ( y \geq 0 ), ( x &gt; 0 ), ( y &gt; 0 ), ( n &gt; 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>( x \geq 0 ), ( x+y \geq n ), ( n &gt; 0 ), ( x+y \geq n ), ( y &gt; 0 ), ( n &gt; x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>( x \geq 0 ), ( y \geq 0 ), ( x+y \geq n ), ( y &gt; 0 ), ( n &gt; x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>( x &gt; 0 ), ( x+y = n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>( y+x \geq n ), ( x \geq 0 ), ( x \geq n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Non-Expert 6</td>
<td>( j*y \geq s ), ( j \geq 0 ), ( x \geq 0 ), ( j \geq 0 ), ( s \geq 0 ), ( j \leq x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>( s<em>y \geq 0 ), ( j \geq 0 ), ( s \leq x ), ( s \geq j</em>y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>( x \geq 0 ), ( y \geq 0 ), ( s \geq 0 ), ( s \geq j*y ), ( y \geq 0 ), ( x \geq 0 ), ( x \geq j ), ( j \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>( x \geq 0 ), ( j \leq x ), ( j*y \geq s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>( s \leq j*y ), ( j \leq x ), ( x \geq 0 ), ( j \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>( s \leq j*y ), ( j \leq x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>( j \geq 0 ), ( x \geq j ), ( s \geq j*y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>( (a+1)<em>(a+1) \geq su ), ( su \geq 1 ), ( (a+1)</em>(a+1) \leq su ), ( n &gt; 0 ), ( t &gt; 1 ), ( a &gt; 0 ), ( 2*a+1 \geq t ), ( a &lt; su )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Section 4.3.3 we summarize the key patterns emerging in user’s explicit feedback and the authors observations during experiments. As some of the patterns motivation is based on the author’s interpretation of the subjects feedback, for completeness we provide the relevant subjects feedback below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6</th>
<th>Expert 4</th>
<th>$a \geq 0 &amp; &amp; t == 2 \cdot a + 1, su == (a + 1) \cdot (a + 1)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>$(a + 1) \cdot (a + 1) \geq su, t \geq 1, t == 2 \cdot a + 1, n &gt; 0, n \geq 0, su == (a + 1) \cdot (a + 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>$(t + 1) \cdot (t + 1) == su \cdot 4, t == 2 \cdot a + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>$i \leq n + 1, sum \cdot 2 == (i - 1) \cdot i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>$2 \cdot sum == i \cdot (i - 1), i \leq n + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>$2 \cdot sum == (i - 1) \cdot i, i &gt; 0, i \leq n + 1, sum \geq 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>$i \leq n + 1 &amp; &amp; s \cdot 2 == i \cdot (i - 1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>$2 \cdot s == i \cdot (i - 1), i \leq n + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>$j \geq 0, s \geq i - 1, j \leq n + 1, i \cdot (i - 1) == s \cdot 2, i \leq n + 1, i \geq 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>$a \cdot 2 == i \cdot (i + 1), c == i \cdot i \cdot i, i \leq 10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>$c == i \cdot i \cdot i, 2 \cdot a == i \cdot (i + 1), a \geq 0, i \geq 0, c \geq 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>$i \cdot (i + 1) == a \cdot 2, c == i \cdot i \cdot i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>$y &gt; 0 \implies y &gt; x, x &gt; 0 \implies y &gt; 0, y &gt; 0 \implies y = x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>$x \geq 0 \implies y &gt; 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>$x &lt; 0 &amp; &amp; y &gt; 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>$j \leq k, k \geq 0, i == 2 \cdot k \cdot j, j \geq 0, i \geq 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>$j \geq 0, j \cdot k \cdot 2 == i, i \geq 0, j \leq k$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A.2 User Feedback**

In Section 4.3.3 we summarize the key patterns emerging in user’s explicit feedback and the authors observations during experiments. As some of the patterns motivation is based on the author’s interpretation of the subjects feedback, for completeness we provide the relevant subjects feedback below.
### Table A.2. Player feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Fun</th>
<th>Challenging</th>
<th>Detailed Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>Liked:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Disliked:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- game doesn’t prompt players what to do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- game doesn’t show the list of possible operators/expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Confused by:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Other Comments:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Too many options (for operators) in the beginning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Too many metaphors (referring to cities/trucks), confusing metaphors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Wish for a drag-and-drop interface for discovering possible expressions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expert 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>Liked:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Disliked:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- not enough eye-candy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- steep learning curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- levels look the same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Confused by:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Other Comments:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- thought one has to find the answer all at once as a single conjunct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- would not play again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Non-Expert 3 | 1 | 5 | **Liked:**  
| - having to solve for expressions  
| **Disliked:**  
| - wished they had scratch space for comments  
| - naked math made it intimidating  
| **Confused by:**  
| - expressions from top source didn’t directly apply to intermediate source/sink  
| **Other Comments:** |
| Non-Expert 4 | 1 | 5 | **Liked:**  
| **Disliked:**  
| - tutorial was very long  
| **Confused by:**  
| - branches were very confusing  
| **Other Comments:** |
| Non-Expert 5 | 3 | 5 | **Liked:**  
| - “good brain challenge”  
| - liked having hints (referring to verbal hints given by author)  
| **Disliked:**  
| **Confused by:**  
| - objective of the game was confusing  
| **Other Comments:**  
| - Asked to play another level after experiment finished |

| Non-Expert 6 | 3.5 | 4 | **Liked:**  
| - Logic part  
| **Disliked:**  
| - Previous wrong attempts are not shown (no history context)  
| - Orbs covers up other stuff on screen  
| **Confused by:**  
| - didn’t realize full value of green rows initially  
| - variable names switching from level to level was confusing  
| - direction of orbs through branches was confusing.  
| **Other Comments:**  
| - Honestly would want to play again”  
<p>| - “The more I do it, the easier it gets.” |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert 1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liked:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Builtin calculator (though they didn't use it as much)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Felt the green rows are sometimes useful - especially for pattern recognition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Assignments order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disliked:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Orbs overlaying/obstructing other text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Game needs more graphics to be more fun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confused by:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Multiple cities metaphor was confusing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Confused whether second source satisfies the constraints of the first source</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other comments:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Game not very fun, however it is engaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Player wanted to gradually build a solution, which was not always possible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Once they got used to all tools at their disposal, felt levels got easier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>Liked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Liked: Animation of bubble going through assignment rows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Liked: - Really easy for my flow to be broken. - Easy to get lost/forget where I am - Want values for counterexamples to appear in green row table, in order to reduce the amount of computation done by player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disliked:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confused by:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Comments:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Expert 5 | 4  | 4  | **Liked:**  
|----------|----|----|---
|          |    |    | - game provides a ton of info  
|          |    |    | - Visualization of a trace  
|          |    |    | - Visualization of control flow  
|          |    |    | - Sense of playing against an adversary  
|          |    |    | - This is the first game (in the proof game series) that feels like a game”  
|          |    |    | **Disliked:**  
|          |    |    | - correct expressions can get rejected early on due to missing other expressions  
|          |    |    | - Lack of pen&paper/scratch space  
|          |    |    | - Metaphor for cities/roads  
|          |    |    | **Confused by:**  
|          |    |    | **Other Comments:** |
### Expert 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Liked:**
- Combination of green rows and paths
- Characters in the game (adversary - HAL)
- Explanation metaphor - roads, cities, grinder cities

**Disliked:**
- "not enough small victories to keep me going”

**Confused by:**
- Under what conditions are the invariants ”going green”
  (i.e. accepted)

**Other Comments:**
- Feel proud of finishing these levels

---

### A.3 Hints

As described in Section 4.3.4 hints provided to the users are a threat to the generality of the design issues outlined during our experiments. Hints were split into 2 categories - (1) hints that don’t refer to any particular expression or variable, and just substitute missing UI/UX features and (2) hints that directly mention variables, operators or expressions. The former part of those hints (21 hints) is presented in Table 4.7 in Section 4.3.4. The latter part (10 hints) are presented below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Hint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Non-Expert 3</td>
<td>In response to subject question, told them implication is not needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Non-Expert 4</td>
<td>User entered invariant $x \geq 0 \lor x \leq 100$. I asked them if they meant $&amp;&amp;$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Non-Expert 4</td>
<td>Asked subject if they can write something to make sum positive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Non-Expert 5</td>
<td>Told subject the missing invariant was $x &gt; 0$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Non-Expert 6</td>
<td>Asked subject to look at sum of $x$ and $y$ in green rows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>Asked subject &quot;Why do you think $\text{sum} \leq 6$ is inductive?&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Experts 1 and 2</td>
<td>Asked subjects to look at $t$ in green rows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>Asked subject to consider other operators than inequalities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>Asked subject to consider if the postcondition holds on just the last iteration or every iteration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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